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E-ITTODUCTLOil 
The purpose of this thesis is to detennine the behavior 
of horticultural varieties of roses in breeding* A great 
loany isen have be^ breeding roses for many years, prominent 
among vhom are £• Q« Hill, Dr* J* H* Nicolas, and John Cook 
in Amexdca, Sasmel lilcGredy and Sons in Ireland, Joseph Pemet* 
Ducher in Prance, Wilheln Kordea in Germany, Alister Clark 
in Australia, Pedro Dot in Spain, md Dominic Aicardi in 
Italy* The early rose breeders kept very fee records of 
their breeding voxic as most of these men were horticulturists 
or practical gardeners who devoted their time primarily to 
operating their greenhouse and nursery business^ Moreover, 
their object eas to px*oduce new end different varieties and 
'diey were interested in the results rather than the means by 
which the objective was obtained* 
Lack of adequate transportation and communication 
facilities in earlier days hindered the breeders from 
rapidly exchanging plant materials and comparix^ their ob* 
servatioDS* For exasiple, William Paul and Sons of England 
raised mai^ seedlixgs and sent slips or plants of them to 
friezes in various parts of England and France, and as a 
result, many of these seedlings were grown and introduced 
as new varieties* Consequently by this procedux^, the sai&e 
eeedling was often introduced under six or more varietal 
names* The variety William H« Smith, for example, is known 
by the following j^amesi Blush Maman Cocket, Charles Dingee, 
Jeanette Hellery Uaiden'e Blushy President Smithy and 
President William H* Smithy as well as the correct namey 
William H* Shiith. Since chief means of cocammicatlon Ibr 
these men was by lottery they were not in the habit of 
sending careful and accurate seedling or varietal descrip¬ 
tions to each other* 
As a result of failure to record descriptions and 
parentage of introduced varieties accuratelyy the pcurentage 
of rose varieties has become very much confused. It is 
therefore impossible to make an accurate prediction on the 
iresults of a cross between two commercial varieties of roses. 
In snapdragonsy sweet peasy lilies y and other ornamentalsy 
much is known of the genetic factors and their hereditary 
behavior. Information on chromoaome numbers y color in¬ 
heritance y compatibility and sterility factors of many 
species and varieties of many other plants are knovny but 
such information is meagsr for rosesy Although Erlaneon (20y 
22y27) and Tftckhdlm (65) have deten&ined the chromosome 
numbers of many species of roses. 
In this thesis the author has applied scientificy 
systematic xz^thods to problems of rose breeding md frcan 
data obtained endeavors to explain some of the hereditary 
factors in roses. 
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THE GKRU3 BOSA 
Rasa* with Ite one hundred or moire welI~knom and accepted 
I 
apeclesy conq>x*l8es a lai^e and widely distributed genua* It 
is native mostly to the North Temperate ZonOf although species 
are found at the Equator and above the Arctic Circle. 
Botanists are not in agreement as to the exact number of 
species in the genus Rosa. Bailey (2) states that Hooker, in 
his leones Plantarum in 1837, estimated thirty species, and 
the French botanist, Gandoger, (whose species undoubtedly 
includea great number of varieties and natural hybrids) listed 
over a thousand. Bailey (2) describes sixty-seven species in 
detail and Alfred Rehder (60) of the Arno Id-Arboretum lists 
236 species and natural varieties* Boulenger of Belgiuus, 
according to Krlanson (27) says there are 121 species, 18 
North American, 93 Asiatic, and 10 European* 
Even though the exact number of species is doubtful, 
the some 15,000 garden varieties which have been introduced 
into cultivation probably owe their origin to only ten or 
twelve species, leaving many that still may be used in breed¬ 
ing new types and varieties* Host of our varieties have 
originated frcmi Asiatic and Eui^pean species, few from North 
American species* 
\ 
The species which have some possibilities as breeding 
materi€d. arei 
R» arvensls - Field Rose^* Climbing* Flowers white, 
Parent of the Ayrshire Climbers* Suitable for 
^Nomenclature used is from 3TAKDAHDIEii25 PIAHT NAMES (64)* 
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cllnxblog; ha.bi't as w6lX as ^or hardinsss* Hui*ope« 
5* l^apjcsiaa • Banks Ross* Climbing9 'thornless9 Flowers 
In clu8tex*8* China* Possible use f*oi* new 
strain If bred with polyanthas* Also climbing 
types* 
R* blanda • Meadow Rose. Erecty thornless* Pale pink 
flowers in clusters* Horth America* 
H* canlna - Bog Rose* Shrub9 px^ckly* Light pink flowers 
In clusters* Used as understock* Burope* 
Possible use for a more vigorous root and also 
for a root resistant to insects and diseases* 
Presence of thorns bad factor* 
5* centlfolla - Cabbage Rose* Shrub* Flowers pink, double 
and fragrant. R* auscosa. the Moss rose is 
derived from this species. Also is the parent 
of many garden types* Asia* Valuable for Its 
fragrance and doubleness* 
R* chinensia - Chinese Rose* Shrub, evergreen* Flowers 
white to deep pink and red, everbloomlng* 
Ancestor of most modem roses* China, Useful 
in breeding for Its range of color and evex^ 
blooming character* 
S- chlnensls minima - Roulett Chinese Rose, also known 
as the Fairy Hose* Dwarf, miniature shrub. 
Bose red flowers Pixie, Baby Gold Star, and 
Tom ThxHBb are modem hybrids of this group. 
China. Possibilities for dwarf types with 
hybrid Taa flowers* New rock garden group* 
-5- 
—• clnnaBioffi^fl. ** ClnnGmoxi Hose* Slirul>9 prlckiy* Plowei^ & 
deep pink I single and fragrant, some doubles* 
Europe and Western Asia* Fragrance, color 
doubleness are good traits* 
R* damascena - Damask Rose* Large shrub* Flowers pink or 
Oll0 
red, double and fragrait. parent of the hybrid 
Perpetuals* Asia* Useful for color, fragrance 
and vigor* 
S» foetlda - Austrian Brier Rose, formerly known as g* lutea* 
Shrub, shfiurp spinas* Flowers deep yellow, strong 
odor, not too pleasant* Var* blcolor is the Austrian 
Copper Rose and var* Persian Yellow is double and a 
deep yellow and parent of the Pemetiana strain* 
Var* Harisoni is the Harison's yellow of the trade* 
Asia* This species is Important because of its 
shiny deep green foliage and excellent deep yellow 
color* 
S* gallica - French Rose* Dwarf shrub* Deep pink-red flowers, 
semi-double* Another ancestor of hybrid Perpetuals* 
Asia and Europe* Uay be used to produce a strain of 
double and dwarf plants* 
R* hugonis - Father Hiago Rose* Tall shrub, spiny* Flowers 
single, pale yellow* Blooms dll at once in spring, 
heavy profusion of bloom* China* Possible use for 
strain of new yellows if doubleness can be brought 
in* 
laevigata - Cherokee Bose* Evergreen climber, glossy 
foliage* Flowers fragrant, solitary, white, rarely 
•*6— 
plnkf June* ITortbern Chlxuu Poseible value be* 
cause of fragraxicsy hax^lness and white color* 
•tu - & variety of noleettlana used aa azi uisdei> 
Stock* 
& laontana * Mountain IU>se* Shrub* Flowers pink and solitaxy 
to few| vi^ozxnis* Satlve to Southern I^rope az^ 
Iiiorth Africa* 
H* aoschata * Musk Hose* A senile linbing shrub* Flowers 
fragrantf white in corymb* One of the ancestors of 
the Hoisette rose* Europe* Flowers June*Jtily* 
H* miltlflora * Japanese Bose* Trailing or cXinbing shrub* 
Flowers fregrantf white* borne in clusters* June* 
Asia* lias been of great inportance in rose breeding* 
Ci*lMon Hsasbler and other cluster-flowering climbers* 
the Polyanthas and Florlbixndas owe their origin to 
this species* Also ouch used as hardy rootstock* 
B* putkana * Hootka Bose* Shrub* Flowers solitary* pink* 
June*July* Alaska to Oregon and Utah* Extremely 
hardy* Used by Miels Hansen to develop his hardy 
strain* 
B* odorata * Tea Bose* Evergreen shrub* Flowers white* pale 
pink or yellow* borne singly or two-three together* 
Western China* The understock odorata Is a garden 
variety of this species* Ancestor of the Teas* hy¬ 
brid Teas and Bolsettes* Very valuable because of 
the continuous bloosalng habit and vide range of 
color within the species* 
B* pemetrie - Swamp Hose* Shrub# Flowers pale pink in corymbs* 
June to August* Often cadled erroneously R* Carolina- 
X*lqR* Likes moist ground* Northeastern United 
States and Nova Scotia^ 
B* rugosa ~ Rugosa Rose. Vigorous shrub, very thorny* Flowers 
purple and white, solitary or few, foliage rugose 
« 
and dark green. N*£« Asia* Nearly everblooming and 
extremely hardy* 
H* setlgera - Prairie Rose* Shrub* Flowers bright pink, corymb* 
Jime-July* Somewhat climbing habit* One parent of 
Horvath's P^rids* North Ax&erica* 
R* •• Scotch Rose* Shrub* Flowers white, pink or 
pale yellow, solitary but numerous along the stem* 
* ‘ 
He^^June* Used to produce many old hybrids* Europe 
and Western Asia* 
B* virginiana - Virginia Rose* Also known as R* luclda. Shrub* 
Flowers pale pink to bright pink, solitary to few* 
* 
Jime-July* Eastern V*S* 
B» wlchuraiana Wichura Hose* Creeper, nearly eveigre^* 
* 
Flowers fragrant, white in corymbs* July-Sept* 
« 
£* Asia* 
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DE\rElX)PM£??T OF MOOEKN ROSS TYPES 
BotJi the old and modem types o:f roses have been 
largely developed from the above species as well as from 
their sports and their hybrids. As early as 1250, Rosa gal- 
« 
lica (34) was introduced to Spain, later sent to England 
and then France. .In the sixteenth century, when Rosa lutea 
was introduced, a very few varieties were on the market, the 
majority being singles. The year 1781 was of great import- 
ance to rose breeding in that Rosa multiflora was introduced 
from Japan. This species was much used in obtaining Multiflora 
hybrids, Polyanthas, Ploribundas, hybrid Musks, hybrid 
Wichuraianas and Lambert!anas. Prom this species, Rosa multi- 
flora, and its most famous v€a*iety, Crisison Rambler, nearly 
700 varieties have arisen (54,55), some as sports, but mostly 
as seedlings. R^brids of Rosa multiflora crossed with China 
roses £Lnd hybrid Perpetuals gave rise to the Polyantha group, 
bush types with many small flowers borne in clusters. These 
were first catalogued in 1884. More recent work by D. T. 
Poulsen, Donald Prior, and Wilhelm Kordes have given us the 
Floribunda group, a cross between hybrid Polyantha and hybrid 
Tea groups. In 1789, the China group, Rosa chinensia was in¬ 
troduced. This was an important introduction as this new 
strain produced the hybrid Bourbons, hybrid Teas, and hybrid 
Perpetuals. 
Dupont (34) in 1813, listed 218 Q) ecies and varieties 
in his catalogue, and Vibert, according to U.S.D.A. yearbook 
(19), 300, but by the time fifteen more years had passed. 
-9- 
2500 species and vaj*ieties were listed by Descartes (19) 
as being cultivated in France. The variety Four Seasons9 
a Damask in cultivation in 1790, was bred with Kosa gallica 
varieties, giving the Damask Perpetuals. This offspring, 
crossed with China roses (Hosa chinensis). produced the 
hybrid Chinas. M. Laffay (19), in 1837, introduced Prince 
Albert and Princess Helene, the earliest hybrid Perpetuals. 
By 1844, the hybrid Chinas, Bourbon Perpetuals, hybrid 
Damasks, and hybrid Gallicas were combined to give the hy- 
brld Perpetual group. These hybrid Perpetuals were crossed 
with varieties of the Tea rose (Rosa odorata) to give the 
hybrid Teats. A common form In garden types is the Pemetiana 
type. This group was oirlglnated by the Duchers in France 
from 1830 to 1880, but was really brought to the fore by 
Joseph Pemet-Ducher during the ensuing fifty years. This 
group is considered synonomous with t^ie hybrid Teas by 
Wilhelm Kordes (33) aCLthough they are not the same. The 
Pemetianas are predominantly yellows, oraiges, and orange- 
scarlets, while hybrid Teas are all colors. Pemetianas 
actually are a certain group of hybrid Teas introduced by 
Pemet-Ducher. 
« 
In 1816, J. Champney (19) in South Carolina crossed a 
Musk rose with a China rose giving the first of the Noisettes, 
Blush Noisette. The Bourbon roses were originated in 1819 
in the garden of M. Peri chon in France from a chance seedling 
of the Bengal rose (Rosa chinensis) and the French rose (Rosa 
gallica), (19). It was called Rose Rdwai^i, and by crossing 
itlth the Galllca group gave rise to the hybrid Bourbons. 
The intermingling of these hybrid Bourbons', hybrid Chinas, 
and the Damasks produced hybrid Perpetuals or "Remontants”, 
the French term. The hybrid Perpetual class has remained 
very popular, and hybrids of hybrid Perpetuals with hybrid 
Teeis are frequent, Frau Karl Druschki being the best knowi 
of the group. 
The present trend in rose breeding is principally 
toward extremely hardy garden roses with a greater raiTge 
of color and form, and in greenhouse varieties toward high- 
producing types, resistant to disease, adso, for better 
yellows, whites, and dark reds. Niels Hansen (37) in South 
Dcdcota is woiicing with Rosa blanda for heoxiy garden types 
without thorns, and with Rosa rugosa for extreme hardiness. 
Michael Horvath (41) in Ohio has produced a hardy strain of 
climbers, of which Doubloons is an exacple, as well as very 
hardy bush types through the use of Rosa setigera. the Prairie 
rose, crossed with Rosa wiohuralana and hybrid Teas. Walter 
D. Brownell of Rhode Island has produced hybrid Teas with 
wichuraiana hardiness and productivity as well as climbers 
and creepers with hybrid Tea type flowers. Although new 
suitable hybrid gardm roses are frequently introduced and 
are successful, there are few new roses introduced that are 
suitable for indoor culture. Most new greenhouse varieties 
of recent years have arisen as sports. 
Rose varieties which originate as sports (somatic varia¬ 
tions) usually have most of the characteristics desired by 
^, 
the commercial growers, such sb high production of blooms. 
long erect a terns, resistance to diseases and lax^ge^ los^- 
pointed buds with sufficient petals^ since the parent plants 
have usually had 'Oiese qualities* In the case of aeedlingSy 
however) the reconbination of genes and inheritance factors 
,/ 
has produced a new and distinct plant, which loay or niay not 
have retained the desired qualities* The problaa of obtain¬ 
ing new cojsnercial types from crossing is difficult* £s- 
tinatea on the possibilities of obtaining a desirable new 
hybrid rose vary from one in 10,000 tO' one in 20,000* This 
gamble, to be successful, entails an extensive^ scientifically 
planned breeding program requirir>g a considerable outlay of 
both time and money* Growers find sports with little or no 
effort, and most of them are willing to let Mother Kature 
continue to produce now varieties for them, rather tl an to 
spend the time and money for a breeding program* 
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HKVIEW OP LITERATIIRK 
Th« earliest rose crosses were undoubtedly natural 
hybridsf as a nuscber of varieties have been found in the 
wild as well as in cxzltlvation* Some natural hybrids have 
/ 
been known so long as rose species that they are now accepted 
as species. One of these, Rosa noisettl&na - the Kolsette 
HcBSf is a natural hybrid of Rosa chlnensis and Rosa laoschata 
as listed by Bailey’s Standard Cyclopedia of Horticulture (2). 
The earliest workers were limited in xjiaterlal since few 
varieties were available at tJiat time* As tixse progx^essed 
and hundreds of varieties were Introduced yearly, numerous 
» 
species and many varieties were crossed, bulldlr^ up our 
hybrid Teas, Perpetuals, Bourbons, Qallleas, l-fusks, and 
Kolsettes, of which the hybrid Teas were the most popular and 
successful. Having develQp>ed these satisfactory types, the 
breeders concentrated on improving them. Some men worked upon 
t 
hardiness, others for disease resistance, and others on im¬ 
provement of color. 
In the inheritance of flower color in the rose, the 
breeders disagree. Vilhelm Kordes of Germany (46) says that 
thei*e are two important color pigments, anthocyanin (red) aikl 
carotin (yellow), and that they will not mix. He also says 
that the yellow in Tea roses is a different yellow from that 
^3a foetida (lutea). In the reds Kordes says that Chateau 
de Clos-Vougeot is the beat as It does not turn blue as do so 
many red roses. By adding Pemet blood Kordes says that the 
bluing nature of the reds may be removed. It is his opinion 
that every time Ophelia and Pemet are crossed, TalisBian Is 
—13* 
the resulti and that Talisjoan aelfed comes nearly true* 
J* H. Nicholas (53) said that in breeding roses in the 
first generation, the seedlings arc white and light pink, and 
the reds appear in the second generation. He claimed that 
/ 
yellows arc the nost difficult to obtain. H. R. Darlington 
(17)t an K^llsh bx*eeder said that pink and its shades are 
dominant over crlsieon and white. He selfed ^e. Caroline 
Testout and obtained 88 seedlings, of which 47 were light or 
dark pinkf 19 white or flesh, 12 red or crimson, and 9 yellow 
or orange. Darlington (17) said that there were fiictore for 
red and yellow colors Which gave various Intermediate colors 
when affected by certain siodlfylng factors. The factor for 
white has a gx^at modifying effect on these colors. Kearly 
all the breeders agree that color is carried to the offspring 
by the male parent. They say that to obtain yellows, use 
Pemet, Ik>8a foetida. and Rosa hugonlst for the long pointed 
bud, one should use Ophelia and Its progeny; to obtain hard!* 
ness, one should use the Briers, Hugosas, aud Wichuraianas; 
and above all, one should use the variety you wish to Improve 
as the seed parent. 
Jean Gaujard (34), the French breeder, says that the 
temala supplies the habit of growth, shape of flowers and 
size of petals, and the male supplies the color. He ssade 
an intcx*e8tlng observation with Prau Karl Druschiti, the old 
irt ite hybrid Perpetual which originated from a cross of 
Mervellle de Lyon (pure white I^rid Perpetual) and Ifee. 
Caroline Testout (pink Hybrid Tea), ^en used as the female 
and crossed with a dark colored rose for the male, Prau Karl 
14- 
DruBcbki gave 901 its ovn habit of growth but onl^" 101 ita 
color. When the reciprocal cross was made, the offspring 
were 151 Frau £arl Druschkl in growtljk’Kl SOI in color. Gau- 
» 
jard has wbat he claims is a satisfactory method for obtaining 
a desired type of rose. He selects a female withgood shape 
and vigor and crosses it with a vigorous irale of the desired 
color. ScsDe of the seedlings of this cross will usually have 
all but one or two of the desired factors. These seedlings 
are then|prossed with the xaale parent, giving the second genera¬ 
tion, which is in turn recrossed with the male, giving the 
thixxi generation. The breeder then makes his selections from 
the three generations. All seedlings having the desired color 
will t) oi^e crossed with tl^e female paz*ent axui with seedlings 
of txic three generations having desired shape and growth. From 
'One of these crosses the desired type should be obtained. For 
exsLnplc, if we want a well-shaped blood-red rose with vigorous 
growth, first select a well-shaped vigorous variety as female 
(F) and a blood-red vigorous siale (li). 
F X M 254> red (undesirable shape) 
/ — 26% pink (undesirable color) 
bi 60% without other desirable o'; aracteristics 
SI F X M 
/ — may produce the desired rose. 
52 
If not, 
S2F X U 
/ 
53 — and then select from 31, S2, S3. 
The seedlings with best 51 color - SlU, S2li, S3U. 
The seedlings with the ? characteristics - SIF, S2F, S3F. 
Then crosst 
F X SIM 
P X S2M 
SIF X SIM 
SIP X S2M 
S2F X SIM 
S2F X S2M 
S3F X SIM 
S3P X S2M 
X5- 
P X S3H SI? X S3M S2? x S3M S;^ x S3E5 
On# of the ##edlin^3 of series twelve crosses 
should result in the blood-red variety with great vigor 
and good shape. 
In respect to disease ^ Gaujard (24) says that resis¬ 
tance to blackspot is inherited, but that susceptibility 
to rust and ©ildew €kre not hereditary. 
Kordes (46) says that the good seed producers are 
Antoine Rlvoire, Betty Uprichard, Etoile de ilollande, Harry 
Kirk, Lady Alice Stanley, Mce. Butterfly, General MacArthur, 
Mrs. Aaron ^ard, Mrs. lienry Morse, Ophelia, Prince de Bulgarie, 
Red Reidiance, Rapture, Radiance, H.U.S. Queen l^ary, and Sen¬ 
sation. Good pollen parents ax*e Charles K. Douglas, Coluinbia, 
Angela Pemet, Chateau de Cloe-Vougeot, K of E, Margaret 
ttcGredy, Une. Edouard Hcrriot, Padre, Pav# F. Page-Roberts, 
and Souvenir de Claudius Pemet. 
Cytological and genetic Investigation on the genus Rosa 
has been llsited to a very few workers, and it is only very 
recently that any woi^bwhile information has been available. 
The first cytological stiidy of Rosa was saade in 1922 by 
TliekhblB (€5), the Swedish botanist, when he reported unusual 
meiosis in the Canlnae (Dog Boses). Sterility In roses is 
evident everywhere, and presents a serious problem to the rose 
breeder. The variety Mexmald (11), which arose frW crossing 
Rosa bracteata and a double yellow Tea rose, Is completely 
sterile. Erlaneon (22,29) has done some excellent work with 
rose species in regard to their chrosx>some niaabcrs and the 
results of crossing species as they affect fertility. (See 
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Chart !)• T^a aclcularl6-21 x Pvosa nutkana-7 gives highly 
fertile offspring whm either is parentf and Kosa blanda-? 
X Haaa mgQSa-? wl.en Fp^a b3^>da la feciale parent. How¬ 
ever, en Rosa sit Ida-14 ia croeeed with Roaa rugosa-7 
there is conrplete sterility. 
Erlanson (26) has similarly worked with the viahllity 
of the pollen of many rose species and species hybrids. She 
found that all of our native Americm species have poor pollen. 
(See Table I). The hybrids of these species are usually 
even more sterile. Brlanson says tliat any wild rose with 
over 701S infertile pollen is probably a first generation hy¬ 
brid. She foimd that hexaplolds have a small proportion (lOii 
or less) of sterile pollen. Some diploids have ICChp good 
pollen and others 10 to 162 sterile. The tetraploida raided 
from 15 to 3Cfjb sterile, although some showed nmch higher. 
She also says that there is a definite correlation between 
the length of the pollen grain and the haploid number. As 
the number increases from 7 to 14 to 21, the length increases 
from 30 - 39.4 microns to 3r^.3 - 46.6 microns to 45 - 61.6 
microns. Good pollen grains are oval-shaped and plump, while 
sterile t3rpe8 appear shrunken and angular. It is very im¬ 
portant that we have an idea of the sterility in various 
species so that we can predict the results of our crosses. 
Pollen examination gives some Irdication of the chromosome 
number of parents. 
Erlanson (20,23,5^7,28) and Hurst (42) have made ex- 
ter^slve studies of rose cftiromosomes, but their work is re¬ 
stricted to species and sub-species. The basic or haploid 
-17- 
Chart I* 
Saajrt a£. dsasi specie^ 
indicates arc cemi-fertilc 
Indicates r‘\ are sterile 
♦ From Erlanson (27) 
-18 
chroBosoee number in Ik>Ba is seven and the polyploid types 
are oxultipleB of this number* Species axKi varieties have 
been found vith 21» 35» 42j 49« and 56 chromosomes* (See 
Table IX)* i^lanson has detenined the chromosome number 
of nearly all our American species* Hurst counted the 
chrosK>8<X3as of over a thousand species 9 sub-species and 
early varieties* 
Accordl7>£ to Hurst (42) 1 the genus hosa is lias*^ on 
five fundamental septet (sets of seven chromosoxaea) species. 
Sach septet carries a different set of genes representing at 
least 100 specific 9 sub-specific and vcirietal characteristics* 
The various other species and varieties are derived from 
different combinations of these septets. The fundamental 
species are Hosa senrervirens(AA). Hosa sei*icea(BB). Rosa 
meoeaCCC). carollnaOS). and Hoaa ii>acrophyll*( ^, 
and each is a diploid having two septets of chromosomes in 
their vegetative cells* (See Table III)* The other rosea 
with xaore than two septets are Cca.l6d polyploids* Out of 
1006 species examined9 Hux*st found 377 diploids9 and 629 
polyploids9 showing that the majority of roses are polyploid. 
Hurst fotmd 26 regular polyploid species < 10 tetraploldS9 
10 hexaploidS9 6 ociapXoidSt and 1 decaploid (See Table IV), 
and 21 polyploid varieties 2 6 tetraplolds cmd 16 trlploids 
(See Table V)* In addition, there are 25 irregular polyploid 
species9 having both paired and single septets. The A septet 
provides the delicate translucent colors of the China and 
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T#a roses, and tlie combination of A and C ssptste gives the 
deep velvety crimson of the hybrid PerpetuaXs as well as the 
brilliant scarlets* The B septet gives the rich yellow of 
lutea which comes out in some of the Pemetiana. The C 
septet provides the delicate coid refined old rose fragrance 
of the Cabbage rose (Rpsg^ centlfolia); the A septet gives the 
odor of the Uusk and Tea Hose, while the ccmibinatlon of both 
A and C septets produces the rich daaaak perfioe of some 
hybrid Perpetuals* The B septet gives disagreeable odors, 
and the D septet provides the spicy scents, while B has little 
or no fragrance* True perpetual flowering is found in the 
* 
A septet, and is either Identical or closely linked in the 
same chroBK^some with the gene for dwarf habit of growth* 
Hurst also postulates intergeneric crosses with other 
rosaceous genera* One of these is Hcsperhodos ainutifolia 
and its sub-species atellata and airlfica* which are desert 
plants from the western United States. Bmestslla 
was crossed with a yellow Tea and the variety Uermaid 
the result (42)* The Chestnut rose of China and Japan, 
PAft3ar^.S<ten BacronhyXla. has been used successfully in 
obtaining Hugosa hybrids. The last genus, Hultheaia perslca^ 
has sissple leaves and no stipules, asad Cistus-llke flowers* 
These Intergenerlc types are for the xaoet part sterile* 
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The parentages of saoy roa6 varieties are indefinitef 
many are nnknovU) and few aro accurately knovn* Ifew vcorietles 
have arisen In three nayst (1) ]&utatlon» (2) hybridixatioxit 
and (3) chance aeedlix^s* If the breeder is careftiX in his 
ufork in respect to conUalnation froa foreign pollen and the 
keeping of records, there should be no doubt as to the parents 
of his ssedlings. Thera is xH>t such difficulty in tracing 
the parents in ButationSf as they are bud sports and the 
sporting plant is usually knovn* The discovery of practically 
the sane sport in many places, however, causes a repetition 
in nesMd varieties, such as Happy Days (Amling Co*), 
Bevelation (livazui City Cut Flower Co*), Ihnr-Eay (Hurray), 
Hegina Klena (K* Grille}, Hrs* Prank Schrasm (SchrastB), Betty 
Vicker (Spandikow), md Peter's Brlarcllff, and brighter pink 
sports of Briarcllff* It is i&sposslbltt to naae the pollen 
parent of varieties that arise froB chmee crossix^s, and in 
SRany cases the record of the seed parent is also lost* 
Ophelia is a classic ex^ple of a ch^ce seedling* It is 
perhaps thexsost ixaportai t of all roses, as the ancestry of 
a great xaajorlty of modem grsezxhouse varieties can be traced 
to C^hclia* WlUisB fiuL and Sons of Bngland introduced the 
rose, and £• Gurney Hill of Hichmond, Indiana, broi^ht it to 
the United States after one of his plant-hunting visits to 
England* After its great success In America, both In growing 
and in breeding, an attaint was made to detemlne its par«ats* 
Upon consulting Paul, nothing definite could be learned* Tim 
variety had occurred among a group of chance seedllhgs in his 
nursery* le thought Antoine Hivoire vma the seed parent 
and gueseed that Prince de Bulgaria was the pollen bearer^ 
but he was not sure. He knew that he had Prince de Bulgaria 
plants f and the seedling soMwhat resembled thoa. As a 
result of this mixupi sost of the modem greenhouse types 
cen not be traced back definitely any farther than Ophelia* 
Because of the confusion in the parents of modem rose 
varieties t it Is impossible to make an accurate prediction 
of crossing results. There are no pure lines. Selfs of 
Better TiaeSf HoUywoodt Rapturey Vierlanden and other 
varieties do not reproduce themselves. There probably would 
be no exeict replica of the parents. The variety Hollywood 
presents a very interesting case. Giving credence to Paul’s 
origin of Ophelia, Hollywood can be traced beuBc to at least 
twenty-one different roses, with two varieties, Victor 
Verdier and Jules Uaxgottin, aj^earing four times; devonlensis 
and Lady Ltory Pitzwilliaia appearing three times; Br* Grill, 
twice; and Premier, Premier Supreme, Ophelia, Antoine Hivoire, 
Prince de Bulgarie (?), Ure* Charles Bussell, Gen. UacArthur, 
Urs* 7. J« Grant, Climbing Urs. W. J. Grant, La Prance, Uee* 
Bravy, 2tee. Victor Verdier, Uarquise Litta, yae* Abel Chatenay 
lifime* Des Taurtas, Itee. Caroline Testout, and three llontgcmiery 
eeedlings, g?, ^’P16, and iFl404, each appearing once. 
(Chart II). 
Them is some confusion also in regard to the origin of 
Vierlanden. This variety was introduced and named Vierlanden 
by Kordss, and then introdiKsed into Anericaa by A. H. Pierson, 
Inc* of CrcHzwell, Conn*, who called it Pink Delight. It was 
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also known as Pink Beauty* But there was already a variety 
I 
Pink Delight, a Polyantha (lAxton 1922), and a variety Pink 
Beauty I a hybrid Tea(J. Cooky 1919), The true parentage is, 
however* Senator x Plorex, and it has Coluc^ia* Mrs* Geox^e 
Shawyer* and Use* £3uttejrfly in its genealogy as well as all 
the progenitors of lioUywood. (Chart III). 
f 
Better Times arose as a sport of Briarcllff, which had 
sported from Columbia* a cross of Ophelia and ISrs. George 
Shawyer. Thus Better Times Joins Hollywood and Vierlanden 
in being traced back to Ophelia. (Chart IV). 
Double White Killamey is a sport of White killamey* a 
sport of Pink Killamey* one of McGrady's seedlings of 
unknown parentage. (Chart V). 2.H.S. Queen Hary was intro¬ 
duced by H. Verschuren of Holland and resulted from a cross 
of Briarcllff and Sfrs. Sam IfcQredy. Thus H.1I.S. Queen Uary 
also eaurries the Colvtmbia* Ophelia* and Bussell strains. 
(Chairt VI). Rapture is directly Ophelia* having sported from 
Ikae. Butterfly, an Ophelia sport. (Chart VII). 
T€U.i8S2an resulted from a cross of Ophelia and Souvenir 
de Claudius Pemet. Here again* there is Ophelia* plus the 
yellow strain* Pemet* Constance* Hayoa d*Or, Soleil d’Cr* 
lime* Melanie Soupert* Antoine Ducher* Persian Yellow* and 
Hoea foetida. (Chart VIII). Thus Talisaian is the only rose 
studied* with the exception of Double White killamey* that 
introduces different parents* and also the only one that can 
be traced back to a species* Rosa foetida. the Austrian 13rler 
Hose from which Talisman and Pemet derive tJieir color. 
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CHART III 
Vlerlanden H#T. 
r 
I- 
Senator H.T. 
I 
1 
I 
Flo rex H.T# 
I-^- 1 
Columbia H.T. Premier H.T. 1^. Butterfly H.T. Premier H.T 
I 
sport I^ 
Ophelia Uts* Charles 
Ihissell H.T. 
sport r 1 
Ophelia Mrs. Charles 
Russell H.T. 
ColuBbla H.T. 
J 
Ophelia H.T. 
r 1 
Ophelia H.T. Mrs. Geo. 
Shawyer H.T. 
see itollywood (Chart II) 
CHART IV 
Better Times H.T. 
sport 
Briarcliff H.T. 
spox^ 
Columbia H.T. 
r 
I 
Ophelia 
-1 
l^rs. Geo.SHawyer H.T. 
1 
Antoine Rivoire H.T. Prince de Dulgarie H.T. (?) 
Dr. Grill Lady Mary FitsEwilliam H.T. 
H.r. ^_1 -_j 
devoniensis C.T. Victor Verdier H.P 
-1 
Jules Margottin H.P. seedlir^ 
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Mhit« KllXarn*/ H. T* 
•port 
Whit« Klll*rn€gr fi. Y. 
mport 
Pink Klilamij Y« (Mc(«r«4/ aeodliai^ 
Chart PI 
r 
a.M,S. K,T> 
Brl&rel ff H.Y. 
-1 
Mrt. B«a MeCred/ H. ?, 
r 
•port 
Odiaaibia B.Y. 
J 1 
OphoXia H.Y. kr«. Cao. ^haiQrer K.Y« 
••• fioXX/wood (chart tZ) 
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CHA.RT VII 
Capture H.T. 
But' 
I- 
Antoine Rivolre H. T. 
sport 
erfly H* T. 
sport 
Ophelia II. T. 
I 
£ 
I 
Prince de Bulgarie il.T. (?) 
I I 
Dr. Grill H.P. Lady Mary Pitswilliam H.T. 
devon/ensis C.T. Victor Verdier ’l.P. 
n 
Jules icax^ottin H.P. seeding 
CHART VIII 
Ophelia H.T. 
L see above 
Talisman H.T. 
Souvenir de Claudius Pemet H.T. 
I-*-1 
Constance H.T. 
\ 
seedling 
seedling 
1 
r 
Rayon d^Or H.T. 
1 
Mme.* Melanie Soupert H.T. Soliel d*Or 
^ _I (pemet 1 ana) 
r 1 
/vntoine Ducher H.P. Persian 
Yellow’ 
H.Ft. 
var. 
R. foeltlda 
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Texsplar was the first good ccnacierclal red rose. It 
arose as a seedling of Prealer and one of Montgomery's un¬ 
named seedlings. Once again, it is traced back to Premier 
and Ophelia. (Chart IX). 
Joanna Hill is a seedling originating from Miss Amelia 
Gude and Mae. Butterfly. Miss Gude came from Columbia and 
a Peraetiana. Sunburst. (Chart X). 
Souvenir de Claudius Pemet is the most important of 
% 
the Femetiana group. This seedling made Joseph Pemet-Bucher 
famous. It was a cross of Constance and an unnamed Pemetiana 
variety. Constance c<meB rather directly from Rosa foetida. 
the Austrian Brier Rose, through Rayon d'Or, Soleil d'Or and 
Persian Yellow, all varieties or seedlings of Rosa foetida. 
Two other Pemetlanas, Mne. Melanie Soupert and Antoine 
Ducher are also present. (Chart XI). 
From this discussion, it can readily be seen that records 
of crosses and knowledge of rose genealogy are necessary to 
a scientific breeding program. 
-sa¬ 
fari XX 
Tamplar H.T. 
PraaUr H.t. 
-1 
Mrs. Charlas BusmII K,¥« Ophalia H.7. 
\ , / 
Bolljrvood (Chart II) 
-1 
KontgoiMrar aMdlixig 
Chart X 
I 
Golvabia H.f • 
I- 
Nia« ittslia GvAm H,¥« 
I 
Joanna Hill • H.T. 
I 
Snnburat H.t* 
I 
Ophelia 
H.f. 
1 
Nro. Oeorge Shaw/er H.f. 
1 
Mae. Butterfly H.f. 
sport 
Ophelia H.f. 
see Bapture (Chart VIX} 
Chart il 
Souvenir de Cloadius Pemet H. f. 
I— 
Mae. Melanie 
Soupert 
I- 
Ha/on d*Or H.f. 
I 
I- 
Coustanoe H«f. 
I 
unowned seedlinc 
I 
seedling 
Solell d*Or seedling (Pemetiana) 
I- 
Antoine Bucher 
H.P. 
-r 
Persian bellow HPt 
Hoea foetida 
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MATERIALS AND METHODS 
The best method of obtaining new and distinct varieties 
of roses is by crosspollination. The origin of new roses by 
sporting (mutation) is pure chance, and most sports are worth¬ 
less, For three years, the Amold-Pisher Company has been 
observing and checking sports that have originated on their 
plants. Over three hundred have been found, of which fifteen 
only show any promise. The others have certain poor qualities 
such as pale colors, bi-colors, bullheadedness, or low 
petalage. The occasional sport which is accepted as a new 
variety is often no Improvement over the original, but differs 
merely in color or habit of growth. For example, the red rose, 
Better Times, is a sport of Brleuxllff, a brighter pink sport 
of the pink rose, Columbia, Crossbreeding is the most 
important and probably the best method of securing a constant 
variety of a different genetic composition. 
Bose breeding presents numerous problems to the breeder 
which do not concern breeders of many other plants. Roses 
are especially difficult to work with because of the confusion 
in rose genealogy, the difficulty in germinating rose seed, 
the length of time necessary to produce flowering plants from 
seed, the time required in determination and selection of the 
desired types and the necessity of propagating the seedlings 
by cuttings, grafting or budding to produce plants true to 
type. For these reasons the production of a new variety and 
its subsequent introduction into commerce for distribution 
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requires four to five yeeurs. At least a year is necessary to 
produce the seed, germinate it» pot the seedling, and produce 
a flowertng plant which will also produce wood for propagation* 
A second year is needed to check the qualities of the seedling. 
These qualities are« form, color, doubleness and fragrance of 
flower, color and form of foliage, form and kind of bud, and 
vigor, including habit of growth and disease susceptibility. 
If a seedling possesses desirable qualities, effort is made 
to obtain more plants for a better test. It is highly 
imv>robable that more than five or six plants can be obtained 
from one seedling, whether grafting or budding is used. As 
more wood is available, a •iitional plants are propagated until 
enough plants are produced for a satisfactory test, probably ' 
at least 260. These newly propagated seedlings are planted 
in a gre«ihouse and grown under normal cultural conditions for 
at least a year to see if they maintain the q\ialities for 
which they were selected• This constitutes the final test. 
If a seedling successfully passes this test, it may or may 
not be patented and a stock is built up, so that after 
five years the variety Is ready for introduction into commerce. 
In crosspollination, it is observed that some varieties 
do not set seed so successfully as others. With the amateur^ 
losses may be due to incomplete pollination, carelessness in 
emasculation, the use of old pollen, or the use of unreceptlve 
or old stigmas. Sven after the technique of pollinlsation has 
been mastered, losses still occur. These continued losses and 
••near losses” (hips with one to three seeds) demand an 
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explanation. Perhaps incompatibility of the varieties,or 
sterility of the pollen may be the reason for the failure of 
certain rose varieties to set seed. It is known that in othet 
genera sterility and incompatibility occur among seedlings of 
intergeneric and interspecific crosses. iSrlanson (??6) found 
that crosses between certain species^ Rosa virginiana-14* x 
carollna-14 and Roaa adSBlftcia-Sl x Roaa auticana-21 
produce fertile hybrids, and that hybrids of Rosa blanda»7 x 
aclcularle-21 or Roaa rugo«a-7 x Roea tlanda-7 are semi- 
fertile, but crosses of Roaa blanda-7 x Hosa carollna»21 or 
Sstftaujultooa-Sl X Rasa are eterlle. (See 
Chart I). It would be unreasonable to expect varieties 
originating from these species to be 100S» successful in 
crossing. Prom Krlanson's study, it aemns that inter-specific 
sterility and non-viable pollen grains combine to cause the 
losses in crossing axr* decrease the number of seeds obtained 
from the croseee. 
Many vcn^ieties of rosea were croespolllnated by the 
author to determine their compatibility. Compatibility was 
detemined by two methods t (1) the quantity of seed produced, 
and (2) viability of pollen as shown by crosspollinations. 
Over 13,000 crosses were made, using Rapture, R.M.S. Queen 
Uary, Vlerlanden, Talisman, Hollywood, Better Times, and many 
other Indoor and outdoor roses both as male and female parents. 
> 
The flowers were emasculated early in the morning €uid covered 
with three-quarter-pound pleated glasslne bags to prevent 
Haploid chromosome numbers. 
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contamination by floating pollen or insects* A raxoi>-knlfe 
or tweezers were used to remote st^aens. Pollen of the 
desired male parents had been collected and nipened in 
envelopes one to three days previously. After allowirig the 
8un*o rays to ripen the etigaas for fertilisationy the pollen 
was aT^lied to the fesiale parts by means of camel’s hair 
brushes. A different brush was used for each variety of 
pollen to avoid contsMlnatlon. The bags were then replaced 
and a tag bearing the name of sale and female parentSy the 
number of the cross and the date. This tag was attached by 
means of a paper clip. The glassine bags wei*e ventilated by 
means of boles made with a paper punch to allow for circula¬ 
tion of airy thus reducing the possibility of disease and 
preventing the temperature from rising too high. After 
allowix;(g twelve to foux*teen days for fertilization to take 
place y the bags were reii^oved and the tag retied to the stem 
of the hip. Three to five months y depending on the varietyy 
c^ter the cross was madSy the hips were harvested* (see Plate I). 
The seeds were removed from the hips with a scalpel or with 
a dlssectiz^ needle and were sown in flats immediately. 
Accurate records were kept of each cross y includlT^g names of 
both parents^ date of crossy successful crossing percentagesy 
and the nuzober of seed from each hip. From the records 
(Tables VI - XX) it appears that certain varieties are better 
seed parents than others. The variety Bapture proved by far 
the besty setting hips in 90iu of the crosses xsadei Templar 
W€i8 next witlz 79.6vt>y md EJii.S. Queen liary and Qlory 
33— y .V. ■ . - 
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with 67.2ie>. The poorest were Yellow Gloria with 35,0>b and 
Mrs. R. M. Finch with 37.7i». Other percentages were* 
Vierlanden 66.3^ Hollywood 48*4^ 
Happy Days 59.4% Talleman 46»ll^ 
liuollle Hill 55*0% Double White Killamey 42.Tie 
Better Times 50.0% American Pride 40.3% 
The ability to set seed is not the only requirement o^ 
a good seed parent 9 as the quahtity of seed produced is also 
an impoirtant factor. Happy Days set seed in 6C^ of the 
crosses madet but 525 hips averaged only 3.0 seed per hip. 
Better Times set S0% of all crosses made 9 but produced only 
an average of 2.9 seed per hip from 313 hips. Rapture not 
only set well9 but also produced 16 to 17 seed per hip from 
4000 hips. Home Glory and H.lf.S* Queen Mary set well and 
also produced the most seed per hip9 21.7 from 52 hips of 
the forcier9 and 20.9 from 122 hips of the latter. Other seed 
averages were* 
Templar U.6 seed per hip from 255 hips 
American Pride 13.6 It n tt 54 If 
Yellow Gloria 7.8 M a H n 36 If 
Vierlanden 7.0 It It H ft 860 It 
Hollywood 6.7 H It tt u 346 11 
TaXisman 6.2 N II tt n 861 n 
Double White Killamey 6.1 It It ft fi 212 « 
Lucille Hill 5.0 It tt II n 96 n 
Mrs. R« H. Finch 4.7 11 It It ti 100 It 
Duisberg 20.1 It ft ft II 36 tt 
In an attempt to explain the great deviation in the seed 
production of these varieties 9 the pistils of certain varieties 
were cotmted. Assuming that each pistil if fertilized will 
produce one seed, the author found that not one variety set 
50» of its potential seed capacity. (See Table XX). 
Bspecially was this true of Double White Killamey, which 
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between Himhey ££ PiatilB SQd Seed §slt* 
AveniKe he 
of Pistils 
Der Flower 
Ave^e ho. 
per aiP 
Percentage of 
PotenUal Seed 
Actually Set 
Better Tloes 36«6 2.8 7.6 
Double White KlXIamey 117*1 6.2 5.2 
Hollywood 6€*0 6.9 12.3 
HeM«S«<uden Uary 55.2 22.7 41.1 
Rapture 35.9 15.4 42.6 
Talieznan 61.0 6.0 11.7 
Vierlaoden 42.5 7.2 17.0 
*Baaed on counts of ten flowers of each variety 
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averaged 117.1 pistils per flower, yet actual figures show 
only €.1 seed per hip, i.e., only 6 pistils were fertilised 
out of 117. Even Queen Uary with its average of 20.9 
seed per hip set only 41^ of its potential seed. Since 
apparently not all the ovules were fertilised, an examination 
of the pollen seemed necessary to detenalne whether the 
failure of some of the pistils to set seed sight be due to 
sterility of the pollen grains. 
According to the author's study (Table XXI}, the polloa 
of oossaercial rose varieties varies from 29.li^ sterile to 
64.4^ sterile. Sterility in rose pollen is prevalent as 
shown by Erlanson (26,27). The pollen grains of seven 
varieties were examined under the alcroscope (low power-lOx 
and high power-44x). Counts of perfect and imperfect pollen 
grains were made from three different slides. Pollen grains 
that were ftill, round and plisip were considered viable, and 
those that were shrunken, dwarf, stunted, or empty were 
considered non-viable as proposed by Erlanson (26). Thx^ 
coimts of Better Times gave 1142 perfect grains and 968 
imperfect, or a percentage of 45.3 sterile | Double Whits 
Killamey l^ad only 311 perfect and 564 imperfect, or 64.4» 
sterile; I2olly«ood had the lowest sterility, only 29.with 
1196 perfect grains and 481 Imperfect; Queen Mary showed 998 
perfcrct grains and 598 imperfect, giving a percentage of 
37.4. Bapturc, although a good seed parent, is 66.8» sterile 
with only 711 perfect pollen grains out of 164S; Talisman was 
43.3x» sterile with 996 perfect and 761 inperfect; and 
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TA3LS XXI 
Pollen Counts 
of 
Grains Number hHaaber 
gsramlSKS 
Igperfect^Pollgn 
Variety SKtttlned laiDerfect RM»ge Aveitg.* 
Better Tixaes 2110 1142 968 36.9-49.7 46.8 
Double White 
Klllamey 
876 311 664 59.7-72.7 64.4 
Hollywood 1677 U96 481 25.0-33.6 29.1 
Queen 
Mary 
1696 998 598 36.7-39-0 . 37.4 
Rapture 1648 711 937 62.1-66.0 56.8 
Talisman 1757 996 761 39.2-50.4 43.3 
Vierlanden 1368 959 409 28.0-32.2 29.9 
^Handoa sassaples made on the ease day* 
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VierXaiid«a had only 29*95e sterility with 959 perfect and 409 
ijnperfect. 
Erlanson (26) reports the presence of monster pollen 
grains in some of her pollen studle8« She postulates that 
these are tetraploid pollen grains* Furthermore, she states 
that an indication of the chromosome complement and of the 
ploidness of the variety can be obtained from pollen grain 
study* Among thepollen grains df Double White Killamey 
studied by the author, several were found to be abnorsally 
lax^e* tfany of these lai^e grains were as much as five times 
the size in volume of the normal ones* Another peculiarity 
of this variety is that most of thepollen is grayish white 
in color, with only one yellow grain in every five vl^le 
grains* These observations support the conclusion that Double 
White Killamey is highly sterile as a male parent as has been 
shown in the seed recorcla* (Tables VI - XIX)* Fifty-one 
crosses of Kapture (normally producing 16*3 seed per hip) 
X Double White Killamey gave only 6.0 seed per hip 5 five 
crosses of Better Times (x^onaally 2*8 seed per hip) x Double 
White Killamey gave only a 2*0 average; thirteen crosses of 
Vierlanden (7*0 seed per hip) produced a 2*3 average; one 
cross of H*M*S. Queen Hary (20.9 seed per hip) gave 4 seeds, 
and none of the crosses of liollyiKOod (6*1 seed per hip) and 
Talisman (6*1 seed per hip) produced seed* It is tmfortunate 
that nothix^ is known of the genealogy of Double White 
Killamey other than the fact that it sported from Pink 
Killamey, a variety of unknown pamntage introduced by 
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SaimiaX UcGredy and Sono* From Erlanson’e studies and the 
author’s investigations9 it liould seem that Double White 
Xillamey might be a tetraploid variety from two species or 
from t«o first generation species hybrids. This might be 
the reason for it's sterility as a male parent. 
Cooplete x>oll^ gemination testa were not run. iPrelim- 
inaxy invostigationsy however9 showed that rose police gem¬ 
inates In 24 to 48 hours. The author, used the following 
culture media t cane sugar9 10x> cane sugar9 IS^ cane migeiTf 
2jc» agar9 and distilled water9 in a 48 hour teat. The 15:^ 
cane sugar was the only medium that gave any satisfactory 
results; out of 708 pollen grains of Hollywood9 161 germinated 
in 30 hours9 only 21.4^; Better Times geminated 15 out of 
240 grains 9 or 6.2^; and Hapture geminated ten out of 94 
grains or 10.6» The other media gave little or no gemination. 
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S£KD 'rBKkTmin aud ciiasnm’ria’i stui^^ 
After eoize of the difficulties of settiz^ the seed have 
been overcome, as diBouased under laateriale and metliods, and 
the harvested seed has been sown, another equally difficult 
problem arises, that of germination. The difficulty in rose 
seed gexmlnatlon is in the afte3>-ripening of the seed. 
^bryos of rose seed are in a resting condition and must go 
through an after^ripenlng period before they vill geiminate. 
tfithout special treatment, these embryos aftex^rlpen slowly, 
often requiring one to two years to coqplete the process. In 
a planned breeding program, whez*e time is important, there 
must be soine method of hastmiing this after-ripening process. 
ISany workers thought that the after-ripening process was 
necessary because the embryos were not mature, but Crocker (12) 
found this to be untrue, as light-colored seed tadien fn^n 
hips that were greenish-yellow gexminated as well as those 
that were dark brow and c^e from orange-red or fully ripe 
hips. In the case of scmte seeds, the seed coat is either so 
hard or so thick that gexminati on proceeds very slowly. In 
such cases, the seeds are scarified, that is, the seed coats 
are opened by a mechanical or chemical means, filing the 
seed coat or treating with a strong acid. These metl^oda were 
tried on rose seed to no avail. Crocker (12) even split the 
peretbjrp axul tried to germinate the seed in gemination 
chambers on blotting paper, but gexmlnation still was not 
hastened. Crocker €uid Barton (14), however, thought that rose 
seeds could be Induced to germinate more readily by 
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Stratifying the seed. This laetbod consists of storing the 
seeds at a low temperature in a aioist medlma for a certain 
period of time. They found that rose seeds placed in moist 
peat and soil for a period of one to three months at a 
constant temperature of 5®C. germinated Z3uch more readily. 
In many cases t iBoreovor» gemination was more than doubled. 
Crocker and Barton (14) found also that by storiz^ rosaceous 
seeds (applet peachy peary and rose) In t^speratures of 
1^. * lO^C. y gemination was effected in to four months. 
Fluctuating tesrperaturee from S®C. to lO^C. were helpful. 
The author found a constant temperature of 4I^F. (S.O^C.) 
very satisfactory. 
The length of the after-ripening period using stratifi* 
cation varies with different species from six weeks to a yearz 
Hosa caroli^ 90 days^ 
270 da^ 
300 da^^ 
210 days 
50 days 
360 days 
84 days 
100 days 
mlUfiaia 
Hosa rtsflgQsa 
sattigpra 
For each speciesy the le^igth of time is constant for all seedy 
but this is not true of hybrid seed. Each hybrid seed is an 
entirely different unit; no two l^rid seeds are exactly the 
same, ilenccy vaiying periods of after-ripening are necessary 
for successful gemination. A period of three months is 
usually sufficient for most hybrid seed. The longer this 
•From a repirint of an address by Or. Crocker of Boyce 
Thompson Institute for Plant Hesearchy Inc.y given at Ohio 
State University Short Course for Kurserymeny appearing in 
Florists* Heview, March 6y 1930. 
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period ISf within liiaitSf tlie quicker the gerain&tion once 
they are placed in the greenhouset while a short after-ripening 
period aeons slower gerali ation. 
This after-ripening period is a very essential part of 
a rose breedlx^ program. The author demonstrated this by an 
experiaent with self-pollinated Hapture seed* A flat of 300 
seed was placed in storage at 41^. for three months» while 
a similar flat was put Urectly into the greenhouse at 
night temperature with no cold treatment. At the end of one 
year, seeds in the untreated flat geminated only 4i» as 
against 45B for the treated one. 
Bose breeders do not agree upon the optiaium stage in the 
maturation process at idilch rose hips should be picked to 
obtain the greatest and quickest gemination. The author 
followed the suggestion of Crocker and Barton (12) of harvesting 
the seed when the hips wex*e not quite fUUy ripened. The hips 
' were picked when yellow rather than waiting until they had 
become fUUy ripe or deep orange-z*ed in color. Ihrom the 
au'Uior's obscTvationSf it seems very worth^idille to use this 
method. It saves the breeder two weeks to a month by picking 
the hips earlier. Uoreovert complete ripening puts the seed 
into a z*e8t period that is more difficult to break than If 
picked when less mature. Seed picked too early are green in 
color and are easily crushed by the fingernail. AlsOf 
isnature seed shrivel after a month of dry storage» while 
the satisfactory> nearly-ripe seed remain perfectly firm even 
after a long storage period. Seed from nearly-x*ipe hips 
ff<jrTi!lnofcocl JUiit sis 1 wvl orten i>«*:rf>p *•?;»»» t'if? a«!(;<S fvon i 
»iip3. Tha sV^hOT o’Mv.txieil ao M,-*i no GCT" 
J 
?;hls one! GVtjniw^ wnile \ 
J^erton (‘^) rnportfi 5^ as h^r :>©art pertionta^e rindl mDf?fc of 
i f 
hes* fl^nirow '"f^o bot;\7eon ICY' ar?d PO '. ThfVTRo (G6) rer^o^oc! r 
10 to ?0' of Ms wofT:» Hot orly did tho onjthor’s ooceI !. 
-roptrimto woll by ^hlc nothofl^ ff<u*ninetlor? vfvr ©It^o 
quicjcor* rsorao sood ^gronainoted vtMT© otlM In the refy*iflrr5r*^» 
tovp In lofjo t^icn ^ doyo ft*0Di the tlr?^ of sOGrlr«», 
fn© otratlflor.tlon nxjthod usod v>y tno mithoi* consto^ c^l 
of mibjocttnr the aeod. to a c^>nst?>nt tenpfgi’*Bti3r^ of 
In a aolot naillura for throe rwxithfl. For ucdle tho mithor 
naod owe-holf ono-^.jiiEptcjp <jtiortz oond, onfl onc-cTJcrtor 
nett'w^e peat mio^m 1*hlo ooil trao tjcll nJxnd nnd wsn 
toy oddliw^ llioe to ralao th© pti to G*0 - fjoSo After 
the ooll »roo then oteon atarittaed for four hours ir> hill 
wood 80€c!8, dtr3pln?»-off r.nd othek* Itefri* ‘<'ho Sfxvie »oro ao^?a 
In tyoof^on floto 5*’k14"2P4*, oont^alnlisjo* this fslxturo rnd 
oo^ereO ’Tlth on additional threo-^partepo of an Inch of th© 
aoll, A thin laysr of fmnel ?me nproad on the ^nrfpco. •ho 
flats cor© labeled ^Uh the date, <3uantity of seed, a5>! 
of the ovosop then watered end placed in a huMd, 
chest * 1th e oonatnnt to^ejn^r^tur© of 410F. At the of rtiv't 
days the flot« were resicmvi IVofis the chest end plnoo! In th© 
^rc«^cRino nt e nleht t^^porotus^ of &0C>F. GsKyTaimtIoti 
bc<?on four to scfvcn dnyo Gftt?r tho flats i^orc ploocd in the 
/nvjonhauso* It oontlmod quit© oorsaletmtly for r.iantha 
si-H fro'!» thee aa #r«rn3iTigitl<^ «reg Tory trrofs^ilcr. Ono 
> 
wotl in the ^otourii area Is In the^ ^cuce^tt^** 
io 0 stony, sondy vhich hce, -jmn nozno^'m.f* 
lripi»wod ezid chained y<^ern of oultlvotica^- 
flat germinatad 42i> In seven sonths^ and had no further 
germination for eight months more when lOii more came up. At 
the end of two full years f 62ie had germinated. In general^ 
all seed that are going to germinate wlH have done so by the 
end of two years. 
A moist medium Is the best for successful stratification. 
Ordinary soil contains very little organic matter and dries 
out quickly9 even in a refrigeratort after two to three months 
storage. Pure sand dx^es out ev«i more quickly and easily and 
also provides little nutrient for the seeds which must stay In 
the smne flat for four to six months. Native peat* le fairly 
successful as a medlun, but It is difficult to use; It is very 
likely to become too wett and cUJ.ow fungous diseases to starti 
resulting In killing or rotting,of the seeds. Native peat is 
also difficult to sterilise. Uoreovert the little roots cling 
80 tenaciously to the peat that It Is alioost Impossible to 
transplant the yo\mg seedlings without dlsturblrg and Injurlx^ 
the roots. But by combining these materials| soll» sandi and 
peat9 the faults of each are eliminated. The mixture of one- 
quarter sandf one-quarter peat and one-half so 119 with lime 
added to raise the pH to €.0 - 6.5 was a very satisfactory 
medium. This mixture is easily worked9 has sufficient ozganlc 
matter to prevent drying out9 and provides some plant food for 
the young seedlings. 
The author sowed over 4O9OOO seed of various parents and 
kept records of the germination of all of them. The average 
♦This native peat was tested at the Waltham Field Station9 and 
showed a pH of 4.5 - 6.0. 
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gemination to date on all this lot is 28*34>, and in laany of 
the flats seeds are still geminating. liybrld seed of the 
variety Capture gave the best genaination. One lot of seed 
from Haptnre x Prince Pelix gave 62^ gemination in 12 months. 
The seed of Bapture x R.^.3« Queen iSary geminate very readily 
but there is a strong tendency tovards daioping-off. With the 
other varieties on Rapture as a seed parent, damping-off Is • 
only Xjo or less, but xlth Queen l!ary it has been 15x>. Since 
all flats have had identical treatment, the assumption is that 
seedlings of ti'^is cross are caich xBore susceptible to damping- 
off. It was also noted that potted seedlings of this same 
eTx>a8 have the highest mortality rate of any lot. 
For complete data^on the gemination of hybrid rose seed, 
see Tables XXII - XXXI. From these tables it appears that the 
male parent has little to do with the viability of seed from a 
cross. For exa^le, seed from Better Times crossed vith 
Vierlanden geminated only 10.1>^, but Holiyvood and Rapture 
crossed vith Vierlanden germinated 36.0i» and 32.0/0 respectively. 
Also, Talisman crossed with Dulsberg germinated only 11.8i», 
whereas Rapture and Hollywood crossed with Bulsbex^ germinated 
33.0* and 64.1i& respectively. As a further indication, B«^ture 
and liucille Hill crossed with ToapXar geminated 31.2^0 and 
25.3/0 as compared with 6.T;o for Better Times crossed with 
Texaplar. The f«iiale parent, however, has a definite bearing 
on the gemination of the seed. Seed from Haptum crosses 
regardless of male parent averaged 34.0*, but all seed lots 
trcm Hayqpy lays geminated only 11.5^. Seed of Hollywood, 
^^•rtand«nf loelXIe Hill and Y«llow Qloxda all gemlnatad wall* 
Tali«an, Battar TiBae, and Double Ifhlte ILiUamey wera poor 
gaminatora. Tha author found that many aaed. of Double ¥hlta 
KllXarnay vara aopty although thalr outwaiti appaorsmca Indicated 
viable aead* Siallarly» in the coaa of yra* R*SI. Finch, »az^ of 
tha l€U7£:a8t aaed vara only sheila with no onbryo at all. Tha 
following is a talxilation of total gerrsination percantageat 
Variety Total Ko. 
of Saad C 
Total 
196 jPerccntaga 
l4ieiU« Hill 293 118 40.3 
Baptura 22,777 7,tl76 36.1 
Vierlandan 3,606 1,226 34.6 
Hollywood lt365 445 32.6 
Yellow Gloria 224 61 27.2 
Templar 1,363 320 23.6 
Dulebarg 438 101 23.0 
Booe Glory 608 126 20.7 
R.U.S.queen !2ary 
Double White Klllamay 
2,142 436 20.6 
1,22"/ 174 14.1 
Better Timas 1,360 200 14.0 
Happy Days 1,421 166 11.6 
Talisman 3,743 416 11.1 
Saad of Baptura, Vlarlandan, and TaDq;>Iar gemimted very 
quickly after being placed in tha graanhouaa. iXere again, tha 
valua of Raptura as a fcnaale parant is danonstrated. It not 
only sets seed vary vail aod produeas laany aead par hip, but 
ite saad also gan&inata readily. 
Bose seed can be stored for a long tine vithout tnjinry* 
The author kept 500 eelfed seed of Baptura for two and one* 
half years in vials, and at the and of this ticaa tha seed 
ware very firm and tha eaibryoe plunp. Gemination, vh«ithe 
seed ware finally sown was slow, but still go<^. Crocker (10) 
fouTid that Bosa rugosa seed germinated batter after thme 
years of dry storage than freshly picked seed. Ha also kept 
seeds of Boaa muItiflora for oxia year In dry storage, and 
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genniaatlon was just as good as with fresh seed* ^st 
rosaceous seeds stand storage weIXi but It oust be dry 
storage* 
Stratification eliminatee a serious problem in gem- 
inatlrg rose seed9 but the author believes that the min 
reason for low germination is the presence of many non-viable 
seed* These seed appear flxm and full9 but contain no 
embryos* Bax*ton (3) suggested that seeds which would float 
were non-viable* She separated a lot of seed Into two partSf 
one corpoaed of floating seed and the other of sinking seed* 
She foundt howeveri that 3f760 floating seed germinated 
while 329037 sinklx^g seed geminated only 30i>9 showing that 
there is apparently no relation between floating and sinking 
of seed in relation to virility* Baz*ton (3) also cut open 
self-fertilised seed of Rosa rugosa to determine the percent 
of empty seed9 but unfox*tunat6lyt hybrid seed am much too 
valuable to cut open to see ifeether the embryo Is good. The 
rose hybridizer must then take the chance and sow all his 
seedf with low gemination percentages oftoi resulting* It 
may be assumed then that varieties such as Rapture 9 Vierlanden, 
Hollywood and liucille Hill contadn fewer non-viable seeds than 
Better Times 9 Talisman9 H^py Bays and Double WTiite Klllamey* 
A STU2Y OF TdL, ?i 
A Study of the first generation progeny of the author’s 
crosses (Plate II) reveals many interesting things about 
the behavior of roses in crossing* The factors of color* 
petal nuaber* foliage* fragrance* thominess and disease 
susceptibility were observed* 
Colo>^ 
From his observations the author found that pink color 
appears to be dominant over red* yellow and white* The 
author studied 1*990 seedlings of the pink rose* Rapture 
(Table >DQCII) and foiznd that when this rose was crossed with 
red varieties* the offs >ring were predominately pink* Of 
639 such seedlings* 536 were pink (dark and light pink In¬ 
cluded) or 83«9i> pink* Since only 11*7i* of the seedlings 
were red* It would semn.that pink color is a d<XBinant 
character* The behavior of pink varieties crossed with 
Rapture farther supports this* as 393 out of 472 seedlings 
(83*2ib) were pink and only two were x*ed* When Rapture was 
crossed with the two-tone varieties* such as Talisman and 
H*M*S* Queen Mary* 51*4^ of the seedlings were pink* 23*5^ 
were an intermediary color* and 13 .SA were yellow* When 
♦Since It was very difficult to classify the colors of rose 
seedlings according to the various color ch^lrt8, the author 
used the color of certain rose varieties as a standard** 
Hed-iitoil^lie Ilollande; Deep Pink - Premier; Pink - Ihrlarcliff 
Light Pink; Testout* Two-tone - H.M.S•Queen Ifary; Dark 
YellO’A-Pemet; Yellow - Souvenir; Light Yellow - ViXie de 
Paris; Indian Yellow - Joanna Hill; Orange - Token; ISThite - 
Prau Karl Druschki; Cerise - Hollywood* 
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Hose Seedlings in 2;^" Pots, Plate II 
/ 
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Iiaptux*c was croseed with yellow varietiea, however, 227 
seedling^ 344 ox* 6C^ wei*e yellow only 58 were 
pink and one x*ed* This would appeal* "to contradict, ’the 
hypothesis of pink dcHtiinance, but, as will be shown later, 
there Is an explanation for ’the yellow dominance wlen 
Haplure Is crossed with yellow* White seedlings appeared 
three times in 639 I'^pture x red seedlix^gs, five tiines in 
472 Rapture x pink seedlir.^, seventeen times in 535 liapture 
X two-tone seedlings, and twenty•<wo times in 344 Ha^pture 
X yellow seedlings, showing the €^parent presence of a 
recessive factor for white in tlie seedlings* Thus, pink 
seems to be dc»ainant overred and idiite in all Rapture crosses, 
when two-tone varieties luch as Queen i4ary were crossed with 
Rapture, color segregation was distributed among all the 
colors, with pink, peach, and yellow predominating, and in 
crosses with yellow, yellow seedliz^s were the most coccaon* 
Pink dominance appeared in all the crossea of the dark 
pink rose, Hollywood, with other varieties* (Table XXXXXX). 
0hmi Hollywood was crossed with red varieties, the progeny 
were 33*2;^ x*ed and 61«8X pink, with no peach, yellow or 
white* Forty-five sesdiings of Hollywood crossed with 
Vierlanden, a deep pink, produced 75i» pink flowers and 25j» 
red. When two-tone or yellow varieties were crossed with 
Hollywood, of 122 offspring, 65*6* were pink, 13«1% red, 
13*1.6 peach, and 7*3i6 yellow* 5\irther data supporting 
dominance of pink color is found in an analysis of the seed¬ 
lings of the dark pink rose, Vierlajodeu* (Table XXXIV). 
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When this rose was crossed with red, dark plnk| or pink 
varieties» the progeny again were BSi pink and X25& red with 
no yeXloWf peach or white. When crossed with two-tone or 
•» 
yellow varieties, the progeny of Vlerlan4en were 79% pli^* 
16^ red and 6% peach, with no yellow or white. A limited 
number of seedllziga from a red variety. Better Times, crossed 
with pink or two-tone varieties were overwh^Mngly pink. 
(Table XXXV). Sven when a two-tone variety siicb as Taliszoan 
was crossed with z*ed, pink, or other two-tone varieties, the 
progeny were 56% pink, 24% red, 14% peach and 6% yellow. 
Table XXXVI). Since Rapture was the only pink rose which 
showed a predoainance of yellow seedlings (66% yellow) instead 
of a pink dominance pink was crossed with yellow, an 
explanation for this exception was sought. A check on the 
parentage of Rapture (Chart VIII, page 2^ shows that it is 
a sport of Ume. Butterfly, a siUicon-pink rose with yellow 
mariclngs and that Ume. Butterfly was a sport of Ophelia, a 
flesh-colored rose with yellow shadings. Apparently the 
variety. Rapture, is heterosygous for pink color. It appeaxrs 
to have a recessive yellow factor, that combines with the 
yellow factors of yellow varieties to give a predominance of 
yellow seedlings in the progeisy of Rapture crossed with yellow 
varieties. 
Farther support is given to the theory of pink dominance 
by a comparison of the seedlings of various seed parents with 
specific pollen parents. The author had 473 seedlings of the 
pink rose, Vlerlanden, cx^sed onto several other varieties, 
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of trtiicb 79fji> vere plxik:. (Table XXXVII). Of 313 seedlings 
which had Better Tiices as the zaale parent^ 84x> flowered pink. 
(Table XXXVIII). Slfillarlyy with Queen Hary and Taillssum aa 
sale parents f the seedlings were 64^^ and 67^ pink respectively. 
(Tables XXXIX and XL). 
Petalage 
Botanloally a single rose has five petals. By this 
criterion nearly all the author's seedlings were double. To 
be of coscaerciaX value» howevert a rose isust be double. In 
facty according to standards set by coca&ercial growers» a 
rose under 25 petals is too thin and has not enough substance 
to be grown. A rose zsust have substance to stand the packing 
and shipping that cossnercial roses undergo. Alsoy roses that 
have more than 55*60 peteU^ are not acceptable consiercially 
as they tend to "ball® or ‘•stick" in the winter monthsy that 
iSy there are so zsany petals that the flowers never fully open. 
In an attwpt to analyse the inheritance of singleness and 
doubleness in roses y the author distributed bis seedlings into 
several groups accordli3g to the number of petals. An interval 
of six Petals was used for each group* IhartXII., brings out 
the similarity in distribution of petal numbers of the variety 
Bapture with the varieties Better Times y R.U*S. Queen Uaryy 
Vlerlanden and Duisbexi;. In each cross y the majority of seed¬ 
lings had 11-16 petals* 213 seodlings of Bapture crossed with 
Better Times y 42 (20.5A) were la the group ll-16y 28 (12.6i&) 
In 17-22 group and 23-28 group and 26 (12.2») in 29-34 group. 
Of 259 seedlings of Bapture crossed with H.II.S. Queen Maiyy 
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Niiciber of Petals 
Graph Showing: Distribution of Petals of Seedllrxgs of 
Rapture Crossed with Four Other Varieties 
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67 (25#93») werm in the group 11-16, 52 (20ji») in group 17-22, 
and 35 (I3«^) In group 29-34. With Rapture croeeed with 
Ouisberg seedlings, 44 i23.&) out of IBS were in group 
11-16 , 37 (20i»), and 34 (18.3X) in grotjp 5-10. Of 290 seed¬ 
lings of Rapture crossed with Vierlanden, 84, (29X) were in 
group 11-16 , 67 ( 23.1%) in group 17-22, and 48 (16.6%) in 
group 5-10. See Tables XLI. 
Similar results sere fouzui with the varieties Hollywood, 
Talisman, and Vierlandm as female parents but the progmsy 
were too small to give any definite conclusions. 
Seedlingsof Rapture (average of 28 petals) crossed with 
Vierlanden (32 petals), Better Times (41 petals) and Duisberg 
(35 petals); bad in all cases less petals than either of their 
parents. There were some true singles and some super doubles 
with 60-100 petals. Neither singleness or doubleness appear 
to be dcmiinant. To obtain the true behavior of these factors 
crosses of true singles and doubles would have to be made and 
then the seedlings selfed to obtain recombination of the factors. 
It appears that environment has xsuch to do with the double¬ 
ness of seedlings. Some seedlings varied in petal number from 
I 
18 to 60. The first flowers on seedlings have a lowei petal 
count than later flowers which bloom after the plant has become 
established. The author foiind that flowers from bottom bx*eakka 
had a much larger number of petals than other flowers on a 
plant, so that they are not a true indication of the petalage 
of that seedling. The author foinsd that idien small seedlings 
were grown in pots and then transplanted into beds end grown 
as greenhouse varieties, the number of petals lncr*6a8ed from 
-61- 
10 to 20% in most cases. Grafting may have the same effect 
on seedlings I although it has not increased the petalage of 
v€triou8 sports found and grafted by the Amold-Pisher Company. 
Thominess 
It is next to impossible to make a positive check on the 
character of thominess. Most commercial varieties grown today 
have comparatively few thorns. Prom the data at this time, it 
seems that the presence of few thorns is the dominant condi¬ 
tion among the commercial varieties. (Table XLiII). When a 
variety such as Souvenir de Claudius Pemet, which has many 
thorns was used as one parent, the offspring showed a tendency 
to have more plants with many thorns. This was also true in 
the case of R.U.S. Queen Mary, which has many thorns. Better 
Times has few thorns, seedlings of Rapture and Better Times 
produces 113 plants with few thorns, and only nine with many 
thorns. A large majority of seedlings had few thornsi of 669 
seedlings, 695 had few thorns, 74 many thorns. The condition 
of small thorns among rose seedlings appears to be the dominant 
condition; out of 669 seedlings 88.9% had small thorns and only 
11.1% large thorns. (Table XLIII). Varieties such as Duisbeig 
and Souvenir de Claudius Pemet which have large thorns had a 
larger proportion of seedlings with lauge thorns than the other 
varieties which have small thorns. 
Poliage 
As far 618 foliage is concerned, differences in the parents 
themselves are difficult to discern, and in the seedlings, it 
is even more so. All varieties used by the author had foliage 
-6» 
Table XUI 
Diat-ributior. of Higbfcr aC Sliasui isasm 
Rapture ao^dllngfl 
Parentfl Sax. Hapy 
Bapture x Vlerlanden 132 11 
■ X RJI.3. ^aen Mary 120 19 
« X Better Tlsea 113 9 
• X Teaplar 88 S 
* X Tallei&an 58 8 
• X Souv. de C. Peroet 48 16 
« X Duleberg -2§ -£ 
595 74 
£ab]A U£Ll 
DtfltribuU«Hi q£ Slxa eC Thorna 
Bapture ::>eaAlipga 
Among 
\ IsSEEft 
Rapture x Vlerlandexx 139 4 
** X IUU«3« Queen Uary 135 4 
X Better Times 121 1 
” X Templar 92 1 
” X Taliman 66 0 
** X Sour, de C* Pemet 60 4 
** X Buisberg JL 
662 17 
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that was much the except for Talisman« Pernet, and 
Dulsberg. These three roses t which have the Pernettana bloody 
show very similar foliage* It is all light green, shiny, and 
oft«[i has a more deeply serrated edge* When these last three 
varieties were usedy the effect upon the leaf characters of the 
seedlings was noticeable* About 25^ of the seedlings of these 
varieties maintained the parental type, but the majority bad 
dully dark green leaves th t were less serrate* There werey 
howevery among the seedlings certain plants which resembled 
neither parent nor any other rose grown cosamercially today 
in leaf type and habit of growth* (Plate III)* These seed¬ 
lings seem to be the result of the recombination of genes* 
Such plants have no vitality and very often fail to live* 
Such plants may contain a recessive lethal factor* These 
abnormal variations appeared most frequently in Rapture seed¬ 
lings* (Table XLIV)« The author found 5 of these plants in 
60 seedlings of Rapture crossed with line* Testouty 7 In 112 
seedlings of Rapture crossed with Etoile de Hollaxuley 10 in 
250 seedlings of Rapture crossed with Duisbeigy 10 in 350 
seedlings of Rapture crossed with Better Times y and 10 in 2100 
seedlings of Rapture crossed with Vierlanden* Occasionally 
these seedlings flowery producing a smally misshapen flower of 
only 5 to 11 petals, with no reproductive parts* The plants 
have no thorns and often prodxsce simple leaves instead of 
normal leaves having three or five leaflets* 
Disease SuscentibilltY 
The author made only limited observations In respeect to 
disease resistance and susceptibility* Varieties such as 

•‘66*» 
Table XLIV 
yrcnuanev Ahnonsal VKrtatloa^ Aaong Boea Se«idl tncra 
^SHSligg SuBber Ateortaal 
Variations 
Hectare X Vierlanden 400 ID 
X Better Times 360 10 
ft X Doisberg 250 10 
ft X H.i£aS. Qussn Vary 200 3 
If X Hollomood 150 3 ti X Home Glosy 137 4 
m X Joanna Hill 116 2 
If X Btolls ds HoUs&de 112 7 
n z Templar 100 3 
m X Cbas. K. Douglas 90 0 
m z Token 76 0 
n X 1^. Caroline Tsstout 5 
m X Tallssiaa 50 1 
ft X Prince Felix 50 0 
ft X lime. Edouard Harriot 20 1 
HolXyvood z Vierlanden 63 2 
tt X R*U.S. Queen llary 55 3 
ft X Token 50 0 
m X Rose Qloxy 36 0 
m X Better Tj^s 20 1 
ft X lines Edouard Harriot 6 1 
Talinaa X Vierlanden 95 2 
• X H.HsS. Queen Haxy 40 3 
It X Better Tlses 34 0 
* / X Hollywood 28 0 
Vierlanden X Talisman 90 0 
It X Rapture 45 0 
m X H.H.S. Queen Mary 40 0 
m X Templar 30 0 
It X Happy Days 30 0 
It X Better Times 38 0 
Vtu Vh. Kill. X Hollywood 24 1 
" ft X Better Times 12 1 
« » X Vierlanden 17 1 
• m X Amarieen Pride 13 0 
Better Tlisee X Talisman 34 0 
« a X Vierlanden 30 0 
n a z Hollywood Ji 
3004 74 
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Duiaberg, Viarlanden ana Queen tfaryy ^Ich are very susceptible 
to black spot, tend to produce seedlings which ai*© also very 
susceptible* The author bad 600 seedllpgs oT Hapture crossed 
with Vlerlandsn covered with black spot, ehile, within six 
inches in the seme bench, 250 seedlings oT Haptuz*e crossed 
with Hollywood were not infected* Talisman, Rapture, Holly¬ 
wood and Better Times are only slightly susceptible to black 
spot* Templar is very susceptible to alldev, and the only 
groups of seedlings th>at have had any mildew are the seedlings 
of Rapture crossed with Templar and Vierlanden crossed with 
Templar* Templar is also somewhat susceptible to black spot 
and tends to pass on the susceptibility to its seedlings* 
Host rose seedlings tend to be sueceptibile to diseases rather 
than resistant to diseases* Inoculations of each plant with 
black spot or mildew Is the only proper method of testing the 
resistance of the plants* For cultural reasons, the author 
did not make such tests* 
It is almost ia^ssible to describe the fragrance of the 
4 
various seedlings* To describe the fragrance of a flower 
accurately requires a sensitive and carefUl nose* iUoi^over, 
fragrance is fleetlpg and varies with tie human factor. It 
was observed, however, that eojae very fragrant varieties such 
as Hollywood and Vlerlanden seemed to transstit this character 
to their seedlings* But since moat of our present c<»smerclal 
varieties have very little fragrfitnee, very few of their seed¬ 
lings are fragrant* 
-67- 
cdicmsiOKs 
* 
!• Th« variety Rapture was the most readily fcrtlllBad 
of any variety ueed* Templar was the next best. Yellow Gloria 
and lire. R. Si. Pinch were not readily fertlllEed. 
2. Although Rome Glory and H.U.S. xueen Mary did not 
receive pollen readily, they produced the largest number of 
seed per hip. Rapture, a readily fertilized variety, also 
produced a large number of seed per hip. Happy i>ays and Better 
Times were the pooreet seed producers. 
3* According to counts of pollen grains, pollen of rose 
varieties varied from 29.^ to 64.4i imperfect. I^llywood had 
the beet pollen and Double White Klllamey the poorest. 
4. Seed from hips picked when semi-ripe gave the best 
and quickest germination. 
6. Hybrid rose seed after-ripen and germinate well after 
90 days’ stratification in a moist medium at 41®P. (6.0®C.) 
. 
6. Forty thousand hybrid seed gave germination of 
28.3^. The varieties, Lucille Hill, Rapture, and Vierlanden 
gave the best results. Twenty-two thousand seed of Rapture 
gave germination of 35.1,4. Talisman, Happy Days and Better 
Times gave the poorest results. 
7. Pink color appears dominant over red, yellow, and 
white In seedlings of Rapture, Hollywood, Vierlanden, and 
Talisman. Rapture seems to be heterozygous for pink color 
and gives a predominance of yellow seedlings when crossed 
with yellow. 
8. The author distributed bis rose seedlings into groups 
according to the number of petals. Seedlings with ll - 16 
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aONCLUgJO^S (COilT, ) 
petals were loogt frequently found. SeedlinTS of different 
( 
orosses had similar curves when plotted on a jcrraph. * 
Seedlings of commercial double varieties tend to hav© 
f 
t 
\ 
fewer petals than their parents. Of ?J,5ri }a|E5edlin4y^, 
Z4f were sinc^lo^ soini-double, 7:9fp comi)ierw^lal douj^Jl.© 
I 
and Tif super-double. 
t 
i 
9, Environmant plays an important x-a^’t In the 
petals^© of rose varieties. | 
t 
10, ^orns of hybrid rose seedlin^^'s tend to be 
t 
small and comparatively few. Extra heavily fehorned 
varieties tend to produce a lar^e percenta/re of seod'ln^s 
with many thorns and lar/^e thorns. 
11, Plfferencos in foliage are difficult to discern. 
The varieties. Talisman, Pernct end IXiisbcrt' pass on 
their folla<ffe characteristics to 25^ of thoir soodlin^s. 
12, Seedlings that inay be classed as abnornial 
variants were found amon^ the author’s socTdlin'^a, Be¬ 
havior soems to Indicate that they contain & recessive 
lethal factor, 
% 
13, Varieties susceptible to mildew and black spot 
tend to produce susceptible seedling?’®. 
14, . Frafraneo is a fleetlnrcr characteristic, | 
' ( 
Seodlinfiis of fraprant varieties tend to transmit this j 
fras»ranoe to their progeny, 1 
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APPLZmiX 
PoXIon Sterility in Hose Si^eclea 
% Sterile 
Pollen Oralns Class 
H. ^icularls 0.0 HexapXold 
a. aldersonl 22,0 Tetr^Xold 
H« blanda 10.0 Diploid 
H. broTOi 37.6 TetrapXoid 
H» bushll 26.0 Tetraploid 
R. butler! 0.0 (8.3/0 angular grains) 
R. Carolina 25.4 Tetraolold 
callfomica 26.0 Tetraploid 
R. delitescens U.6 Hexaploid 
H. durandi 16.0 Tetraploid 
R. engeXmanai 10.8 Hexaploid 
R. fendXerl 26.6 Diploid 
H. gyanocarpa 9.0 Diploid 
a. xaicblgancnais 3.6 Diploid 
R. layriandena 56.0 Tetraploid 
R. nutkana 12.0 Tetraploid 
R. paXustrls 10.0 Diploid 
H. plneton;mi 66.6 Tetraploid 
R. reXecta 66.0 Tetraploid 
H. rudluscula 25.8 Tetraploid 
H. sallcetoruD 38.0 Diploid 
H. schuettearta 8.3 Diploid 
R. spaXdlngi 8.0 Hexaploid li. cuffulta 29.0 TetrapXoid 
H. uXtrsBsontana 4.7 Diploid 
H. under^oodll 8.3 Hexaploid 
vlrglniana 24.4 Tetraploid 
K. woods!1 9.0 Diploid 
Hexaplold 
♦From i^Ianaon (20t23t26} 
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TAEE^E II 
Numbers q£. Rose Species 
Haploid number Is 7. 
R. aclcularis 14, 21 
R* smemoniflora 14 
R. arv’ensls 14 
R* bankalae 14 
R. beggerlana 14 
R, blanda 14 
R, bracteata 14 
R. chinensis 14 
R* clnnamonea 14 
R. Conrad F. Meyer 14 
R. coruscans 14 
R. davldl 14 
R. davurlca 14 
R. ecae 14 
R. elegantula 14 
R. elymaitica 14 
R* fendlerl 14 
R, foliolosa 14 
R. granulifera 14 
R. gymnocarpa 14 
R. helenae 14 
R. hugonls 14 
R. hypoleuca 14 
R. Jackii 14 
R* kellerl 14 
R. lucens 14 
R. macounli 14 
R. mlchiganensis 14 
R, microphylla 14 
R. minutifolla 14 
R. mirifica 14 
R* moachata 14 
R. multifloim 14 
R. nltida 14 
R* omeinsla 14 
R. palustria 14 
R. persetoaa 14 
R. perslca 14 
R* Phoenicia 14 
R. pisocarpa 14 
R. polyantha 14 
R. pseudo-Luciae 14 
R. puberulenta 14 
R. pyrifera 14 
R. rubua 14 
R. rugosa 14 
R. salicetorum 14 
R. achuetteana 14 
R. sexnpervirens 14 
R. aericea 14 
R. setigera 14 
R. atellata 14 
R. subblanda 14 
R. subserrulata 14, 28 
R. ultramontana 14 
R. webbi2uia 14 
R. wichuraiana 14 
R. wlllmottiae 14 
R. woods11 14 
R. nutkana 21, 42 
R* alcea 28 
R. aldersonil 28 
R. arkansana 28 
R. be 11a 28 
B. brachycarpa 28 
R. bushii 28 
B. califomica 28 
R. Carolina 28 
R. centifolia 28 
R* damascena 28 
Rs deamii 28 
R. durandi 28 
R. fedtschenkoana 28 
R. francofurtana 28 
R. gallica 28 
R. gintipetala 28 
R. grandiflora 28 
Rs hemislihaeria 28 
R. humilis 28 
R. laxa 14, 28 
R. lucida 28 
R. lutea 28 
R. lyoni 28 
R. macrophylla 28 
korolkowii 
R. mollis 28 
R. multibracteata 28 
Rs myrlantha 28 
R. obovata 28 
Rs pendulina 28 
R. petiolata 288 
R* pimpine 111- 28 
folia 
R* ratonensis 28 
H. rellcta 28 
R* rubrifolia 28 
Rs rudiuBCula 28 
Rs semilata 28 
R* setipoda 28 
R. spinosissima 28 
R* subglauca 28 
R. suffulta 28 
R. viiglniana 28 
Rs agrestis 35 
R* canlna ,, 
Rs corilfolia 
R. dinglerl 
M 
36 
R* dumentorum 35 
R. elliptica 35 
Rs ferox 35 
Rs glauca 35 
R. glutinosa 35 
R. hungarlca 35 
R. jun^illiana 35 
H* kluckii 35 
Rs micrantha 36 
R* nitldula 36 
Rs rubiginosa 35 
R. seraphini 36 
R« sicula 36 
R. stylosa 35 
R. sylvlcola 36 
R. tomentella 36 
R* zagreblensis 36 
Rs butleri 42 
R. engelmanni 42 
R. Hemsleyana 42 
R. inodora 42 
R. junzillil 42 
R. macdougall 42 
R. manca 42 
Rs moyesi 42 
R. spaldlngli 42 
Rm Sweglnzowii 42 
R. underwoodll 42 
R. tUckhSlml 56 
Blackburn (4), Erlanson (20,23,24,27), Hurst (42,43,44) 
Galser (32,33), T&ckh8lm (6S) 
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Table III 
£3di2l^St^£a]b Clagsification of Rose Species* 
Based on Five Fundamental Septet Species 
I. ■ T 
I. M Saptat 
aetanarvii-finfl 8Ub-8Pecles 
arvensls 
noschata 
pboenicea 
abyssinica 
Pissairtll 
Brunonii 
LeschenauItlana 
Xongicuspls 
(«5c Var. lucens) 
gigantea 
var. odorata) 
Soulieana 
Helenas 
Rubus 
Gsntiliana" 
y.aturea» 
II. £ 3.pt.t 
2023 gfirilpgft 
es^lica 
lk:ae 
Webblana 
omeiensis 
sertata 
Dlatimuiabing F^ataATSS* 
laevigata (Sl var. 
ainica AnCTK>n6) 
Banksiae 
microcarpa 
cbinenais (<i var. *8 
Pink & Crimson 
Chinas) 
anemoneflora 
cathairensis (d: var. 
Crimson Hambler) 
multi flora 
Wichuraiana 
Uiciae 
WatGoniana 
rubrifolia 
setigera 
climbing 
}iOoked & ioclined prickles 
compound flowers 
musk fragrance 
late ripening fruit 
narrow bracts 
reflexed sepals 
three to four tiered fruits 
»ub-BPecle« 
Willmottiae 
ikigonls 
xanthina 
gymnocarpa 
solitary flowers 
erect 9teem 
early ripening fruit 
fruity odor 
bracts absent 
eiuct sepals 
winged prickles Hurst (42) 
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Table IXX cent 
III. ^ Septet - 
Hosa nigQsa eut)-8pecle8 
coruscans 
xiipponenale 
nitl(3a 
DiatluKulsbliur Paaturesi Spreadlx^ branched 
old roee fragrance 
flowera terninal on surface of bust 
skev-*shaped prickles 
2 to 3 tiered fruits 
czuvn-Iike sepals 
IV. DD Septet - 
SaSA Carolina mib-enecies 
cinnaponea 
davurlca 
Ifiarettli 
pisocarpa 
woodsii 
Fendleri 
foIioXosa 
blanda 
D1 nCTMuhiner Featureflt erect stpos 
flowers In clusters 
spicy odor 
hips ripen quickly 
needly-llke prickles 
V. KE SaaSii - 
Roaa aacropte-lla sub-species 
corycbulosa 
Giraldii 
elegantula 
persetosa 
Distinguishing ypaturas« straight cany 6t«3S 
flowers on droopixig brsuichlets 
faint fragrance 
ascending prickles 
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SL 
PpXy&Xold Species Series* 
The x*e^Xar Ictreploid species ax*ej 
AASB - H. huntli 
AACC - H, centlfollai damascexuit gallica, provincialie, 
pumllai paiirlfolla, PoBiponla* 
coTyBihoeay Hudsonlana^ huaillef grandlTlore 
AASE • R. Bavldliy eelipoday roseo-Uoyeeli} Pargeellf erases- 
acuXeata. 
BBCC - R* splnoeleelisay scoticay myriacantha, Riparlil, hlspida* 
BBDD - H* plmplnelllfcilay lutea, hoftlspherica, luteecensy 
Verhorgelf ocbroleucay aXtaicay Hapinii* 
B5RR - R* xmaXtlbracteatay reductay beIXa* 
CCBD - H« virginlax^y baXticay euffUltay JUmeXlliy eaturata. 
CCER - none 
DDHK - R« x>^xu3uXlnay pyrenaicay Xaxsy oxyodony Xa^enariay 
intercaXarie« 
The r«^g:uXar hexaploids are< 
AABBCC - R* Vlleonil 
AABBDD - R* Bianca 
AiiBBEE - R. Uoyesli 
AACCRD - none 
AAI2)£E - R. natkana 
A/vCCK£ - none 
BBCCDD - R. Bourgeannlana 
BBCCES — none 
BBXH)£S - R« RtigelBsazmi 
CCDDEE - R. Sayl 
The reguXar octoploide aret 
Ai\BBCCDD - R« Tackholnii BBCCBDEE - R. acicularie 
The Irregular tetraploid epee lee are 
AACD - H« oialssa CD££ - R. pozslfera 
CCD£ - H« recondlla AI^S - R. ruhrlTolla 
DDCB - R* mollis 
The irregular pentaploide are* 
AABCD - E« agz^eetie BhkCD - H. rubiginosa 
AABDE - R« canlxia BRACE - R« elliptica 
A ABCS - R« alcrantna CCBDE - E* glutinosa 
AACBE - R. toraentoea BDABC - R. pseudo-Ji^ollis 
The Irregular hexaploids are* 
AASCDE • Pouxlnll 
ABBC0E - inodora 
ABCCDE - R. Jundxillli 
♦Ihirst (42) 
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Table V 
Polyploid Bppe Variettee Sertee* 
Tetrftploid varietiesI 
AAAA - Gloire de Dijon - T. 
BB3E - W5ie. Alfred Carrier© 
CCCC •> Red Letter Day 
DDDD - R. carolln<i clnnamomea var.? 
R. macrophylla, var* Korolkovll* 
Triploid varieties* 
AAA - H* senperflorens, 11 varieties 
AAA - R. odorat var* Laidy iillllngdon - T* 
AAA - R. chlnei.i;ls - var. Pink Tea Hose 
var. Yellow Tea Hose 
and 3 other varieties. 
♦Hurst (42) 
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VI ->. a 
CoBiDarison of Pclleg Viability aa Sliown by Crosses 
•»itu '*ufe«a Uanf 
Parents 
Templar X H.i US, ^ueen Uaxy 
Percent of 
Successful 
Ho. of Ko. of ioUi- 
Crosses Failures li^tions 
35 3 91.4 
liapture X M 339 51 86*9 
Vlerlanden X « 148 41 72*3 
Daisberg X H 23 7 70.4 
Talisman X fl 323 U7 63*8 
Urs* ii*H* Finch X It 75 31 60*0 
Obl. Kill. X M 26 IX 57.7 
briarcliff X ft 29 13 55*1 
Better Times X tl 82 39 52*4 
Hollywood X H 95 49 48*.4 it ^ r\ 
Happy Days X H 40 22 45m0 
Yellow Gloria X t* 37 22 40#6 
Tok«i X II 15 9 40.0 
Grand Canary X n 12 9 25*0 
c arison 2£ Seed Production ^ Shown bX 
with ^yt.^ Mag 
PajrgQM 
/^erage 
No> No> 
No* of of Seed of Seed 
Dulsbei^ X 
iiaptore x 
Templar x 
Dbl. Wh. Kill. X 
Tallsnan x 
Vierlajoden x 
Token x 
Hollywood X 
Yellow Gloria x 
Mrs* H*M* Finch x 
Briarcliff x 
Grand Canary x 
Happy Days x 
Better Tiaes x 
H.U*S ueen Uary 16 378 24*5 
ft 330 4811 14*5 
If 32 414 12.6 
ft 15 US 7.8 
If 206 1582 7*6 
ti 107 729 5.8 
It 6 39 6*5 
u 46 269 5.9 
If 15 33 5*6 
?t 45 194 4*3 
II 16 60 3.7 
« 3 10 3*3 
It 18 47 2.7 
It 43 113 2.6 
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Cogpagl^Qn Viability ^ Show Croaawf 
Xlib Tcgrplag 
£C 
Happy Bays 
Anarlcan Frida 
z 
X 
Taa^lar 13 
12 
1 
1 
9S.3 
9i*e 
BMtiira 
TaiiMan 
X 
X 
N 
« 
343 
31 
38 
6 
S0.7 
80.6 
m« Vh. K11X« X • 19 4 79«0 
Bom Glanr 
lAoiu* ran 
X 17 4 76*5 
X li £0 7 65.0 
ViarlazidM X « 807 74 64«3 
Battar TIms X m 339 123 €3.7 
Briarcllff X m 21 8 ^.0 
Ura* R«lI«Flx)eh X m 20 7 65.0 
Bollywood 
Paarlaaa 
X 
X 
m 
m 
59 
U 
28 
8 
52.6 
27.3 
Tabla YIX ^ b 
C«ao*ri«Qa SS iStfl eZBdafiUWit ML §6ffla faC SlSMttk 
with Tggplfty 
Bom Qlovy 
BaptSM 
tearieaa Frida 
^I3^wood 
Viarlmdftn 
2bi * i:m« 
lira. &«!(• Finch 
iMilla 
MareUff 
Batter TisM 
Sappy Baya 
Paerlaaa 
Msujst, 
3at 
So. off Syfl So. of Qm 
ProdttBad .. P«r ate 
X Taaplar 13 fifiS mmMm 21.7 
X m 308 5272 17.1 
X M 11 142 13.0 
X N 2S 884 8.9 
X 9 30 830 7.7 
X m 133 873 6.5 
X n 15 6.8 
X m 12 69 5.6 
X m 12 65 5.4 
X m 12 25 3.5 
X m 215 6S3 3.1 
X m 12 35 3«0 
X n 3 3 1.0 
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ItidA vui - * 
• ^ 
fi£ fgUWl viability Sum iat CroMca 
wltb VimrlMaOmi 
Ko . Of Ho. of 
Parenta Qraasas Pellinat: 
BaptoM X Vlarlsndesk 330 14 96.6 
Tanplar X «• 69 17 75.3 
lAoiUa HiU X • 40 11 72.5 
Happgr Bagra X n 229 72 6S.6 
Bmao Qlocv 
AaarlenB hdda 
X 
X 
m 
m 
8 
17 
5 
7 
ei.6 
68.8 
Battar Tinas X • 313 131 58.1 
TaXisnnti X « 406 173 57.3 
iUll*S« Oxsaan Uaiy X m 28 12 57.1 
BoIX^aaod X m 101 58 42.6 
I>bl« Th« rill. X m 86 66 34.9 
Brlaraliff X u 23 17 26.1 
vm - b 
C<»g»*rl«<»» 2£ SaaA fTwSnctioa as. ^sm tec Stessm 
yltb VlmrlaaSmn 
Ho. of Ho. of Sfod 
Parents HlPfl Sat FrsmcS 
Eai«S. Onaan Harr x ViarXandan 14 371 %«5 
Anarlasn Pilte X 10 173 17.3 
Baptara X 315 49^ 15.7 
Bou Ol0xy X •• 8 120 15.0 
Taoplar X II 52 644 12.4 
Dbl. Vh. riU. X . II 30 200 6.7 
SollyaeeO X « 43 283 6.6 
Taliaaam X m 233 1354 5.8 
IJBOlUo BiU X m 29 139 4.8 
Brlaareliff X m 6 19 3.1 
Happgr Sagra X n 157 491 3.0 
Battar Tinas X m 182 539 2.9 
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XalOt HL 
gmaalMB OC Sa2im Sham M CroaBw 
HU& aaptof 
’ • 
50 ^ Of So. of 
PM-cont of 
QroM9» yplliaroo PoUimtlaB* 
Vierlaodm X 
« 
125 32 74.4 
LDeiU« HIU X 26 10 61.5 
ToliOMD X m ISO 60 53«3 
H«pp7 Dttgrs X m 95 44 63*7 
Itollzwood lTOirth.t:iu, X X 
m 
m 
42 
21 
20 
U 
52*2 
47*6 
B%XtmT TIms X m 108 58 46»3 
TMplar X n 25 14 44*0 
llT»* R«)A« Fineb X m 13 9 30»a 
X«UftI2L=-k 
CoBoerlaon of Prodaetlon » Shown fix giagtM 
jcUb %gtW8 
»o« ot Jfft, 9f E&%-- 
Hiw Sat. Pi-adtiead «*Wr 
toxpXftr X Bcmtore u 167 15*2 
SolIyvDod X ff 22 202 9*0 
ViarXazKlm X m 93 676 7^2 
£}bl* Vb« JCiUw X m 10 65 ^ 6*5 
Txlimazi X It 70 452 6.3 
UielUo HIU X m 16 90 5*6 
liro# R«tf* Wtaoh x m 4 14 - . - 3*7 
Hfl^py Bttya X « 51 156 .4*. 3*1 
Better Tiisee X • 50 150 ' 3*0 > 
V 79- 
Tahla X - A 
SlMR«i»PB fif PalKn YlatelUtjr m Slu^ ^nr grataM 
yUitk PniabAiy 
Hapi 
iJi. 
»tara 
E«&«3« QuMoi Vary 
Battar T1m« 
Viarlandon 
Sollywood 
YaUov Gloria 
Talii 
Happy Oiya 
in>U «h« XiU« 
Ho. of »ccadaAI 
Failoraa Pollixiatiima 
X Doiabaxs 223 36 84.3 
X • " 20 6 76.0 
X " 21 8 . 61.9 
X • 35 14 60.0 
X • 31 15 61.6 
X ' ^ 16 9 43.7 
X " 124 70 43.5 
X • 10 8 20.0 
X ■ 12 10 16.7 
CoMpariaon 3ead Frodactloa Sbonn tef 
with Dulabwg 
isu 
«uwL.fi»it 
an So. of ae«<»o. Q 
craga 
Por Mp 
RmUmSm Q{ia«n MOTy X Daiabevg 
Baptara x " 
Yallow Gloria x *» 
Hollywood X * 
VlMlAIldtfl X ■* 
Yalianan x * 
Qbl. lb. KiU. X * 
Sattar Tiaaa x ** 
Happy Jksym x * 
15 17.3 
186 2650 14.3 
7 40 5.7 
16 90 5.6 
21 116 5.5 
52 226 4.3 
2 8 4.0 
13 27 2.1 
2 4 2.0 
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T*bl« XI > a 
fit £aUt& yijiti Ilia: m la Cro»aas 
Xi^ Battar 
s. Maa..?/ Sii 
Parcaot s£ 
_ gBgcMflflaii 
£2Sm foUlnatloM 
Tcsq>Iar X Bottor TiMO 136 16 95«6 
Baptar# X n 356 20 94»4 
Vierlmdan X I* 137 22 84«0 
Bom Qloiy X o 30 9 70.0 
Bollywood X « 74 41 56.4 
TallMao X u 144 69 52.1 
Hbl* Wb. XiU. X fl 36 18 50.0 
Chloftain X f> 9 5 44.4 
RmUmUm Qooon UftTy X It 20 12 40.0 
Tabla XI b 
2l Sami ProAactlon u Sbom bZ Croaaea 
aiiii iiufix lisax 
BOa of 
MsLl Avoa^e 
oOoM Hq. ^ 
Partita iat Produced Par Hlo 
B.B.a.Quooa Uaxy x Bottti* TIms a 273 34.1 
Bom Glory X m 21 600 ^.5 
Cbioftain X n 5 82 20.5 
Baptxtro X n 334 5684 17.0 
Ttaoilar X M 117 1430 12.2 
Viorlondon X m 115 923 8.0 
Talisaan X m 75 687 7.8 
Dbl. 9b. XIU. X m IS 134 7.0 
Bollywood X «• 33 206 6.2 
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CeBmas^atai a£ Poll«' SttSOSk tK SlSSfiM 
. wito 
go. of go. of 
SSnSi Foimroo 
Pcreent s£ 
SufiSBttlai 
Haptcm X Teileaen 128 8 93*8 
Happy Idays X « 147 30 79o6 
Mrs. R*ll* Fizieh X « 14 4 7U4 
E«s*S. Queen llexy x « 41 12 70*7 
Better Tiaae X II 146 47 67o7 
Obl. «h. XIU. X M 40 17 65*3 
VierlAQden X II 189 67 64*6 
Joanne Hill X « 13 8 35*S 
HoUywod X « 13 U 15*3 
ZttUU XLi ^ h 
fit StSA Production A£ SbOm l2Z Ooaoco 
sub XaliiBttB 
Fafgf 
R»lf«S« Quo«n llary x 
Hiiptiir* X 
Jomma Sill x 
BoXXpeooC, X 
Vl«sa»d« X 
gbl* fti. Kill. 
Mrs. R« ||« Flneb 
Haippy 
Bettw Tlaea 
X 
X 
X 
X 
« 
« 
tt 
tt 
it 
Ssusl 
4yjBapB 
pa Set FrodUfiiKi Per Hip 
23*8 
118 2137 18*1 
6 &0 16*0 
2 24 12*0 
122 809 0*6 
32 195 6*1 
10 
U7 
54 
491 i:t 
99 243 2*4 
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rjAiM xin - > 
a£ £aUs& vntbllttar aft a»wt to. Croaew 
xl^ SsBlilft Saiifi i^tUwMar 
Parnta 
Baptar« 
AiMrlean Pride 
Vlerlaxidexi 
Better Tlmee 
lire* B.tf* Plneh 
Happy Beye 
HeXIyvoM 
Talleeaa 
><0. -Of Bo« of 
CroBXM rftttewt 
POTcmt of 
yolltnationfi 
X Dbl* wh. cm. 61 9 85*2 
X •1 24 18 25*0 
X «■ 13 10 23*0 
X It 6 4 £0.0 
X n 6 5 16*7 
X m 19 16 16,0 
X If 16 16 0.0 
X " 
T»bl« XIIX_r_b 
U U 0.0 
CoapeB>erleon SteSR IBC Siaftttft 
with PoMlile White 
^Q-*- 
Beptisre 
Aaerleen Pride 
Vlerlendea 
Better Times 
Happy Days 
Hollywood 
Teliema& 
X m>i. «h. Kill. 1 10 10.0 
X • 51 256 5.0 
X n 6 24 4.0 
X ft 3 7 2.3 
X n 1 2 2.0 
X It 3 5 1.6 
X It 0 0 0.0 
X If 0 0 0.0 
r 
—33— 
ZtfSlS XIV ■■ a. 
cprowltyfl a£ ssUai yiiam.^ m sbom la Ctosom 
sm Mtb. B.». Tiach 
POTcant of 
Sttccaaafal 
Paranta 
Hg» of Ko^of Polli- 
Pallurae naHona 
BalfaSa Queezi Mary X MrSa Ealla Flimh 3 0 lOO^O 
Raptara X m 95 29 ^.5 
VlarlazKStn X m 32 33 69.7 
Happy i>ay8 
Bettar Timas 
X 
X 
n 
N 
47 
44 
31 
28 
40.4 
36.3 
Tall aim X ft K)3 83 19.4 
DM. Vh. Kill. X M 17 15 11.8 
Tma m 
Conoarlaon Saad Pradtoctlon *& Shoro CgMHiM 
SLyi M—- P«ne>^ 
Avaraga 
SSa Ms*. 
»t>« of ai:..§a<a 
Hlpg Sat £aSE^M fr-Hte 
R.M.S. Quean Mary x lira. B.II. Finch 3 31 10.5 
Baptura X It 64 457 6.8 
Vlarlanden X It 49 B38 4.9 
ITbl. Mil. KiUa X m 2 5 2.5 
Talisman X » 20 42 2.1 
Happy X^iya X m 16 26 1.6 
Batter TIms X m 16 22 1.4 
•84- 
ot Ealim viability m Sima te gmtttt 
wl^ >lapay Day 
Paranta 
Raptora x Happy ^agra 
ViarXaadan x " 
UiclUa HIU X ” 
Di>i. lb. mu. X « 
Hollywood X " 
TaUaBan x ” 
Ha. of 
Cioiiaa 
g«ra«it .s£ 
aaccesBTnl 
1 96.1 
62 29 53.2 
10 3 70.0 
20 7 65.0 
6 2 60.0 
62 29 53.2 
Cosiaanaon fi£ §sj^ tctlon ^ i MU.i* lac CiToasea 
with Happy Daya 
ffPa, qLSmM 
Baptora X Happy Days 25 428 
Hollywood 
Vlarlandn 
X 
X 
•• 
M 
3 
36 
46 
247 
TaUaaan X II 33 204 
Dbi. lb. un. X n 13 75 
LoelUa Hill X m 10 38 
17.1 
15.1 
7.6 
6.S 
6.7 
6.4 
-86- 
xv: - ft 
2£ iajiiai m §^sasi is. Qxmmn 
£Lib Hollywood 
PTceat of 
go# of No# of a?ccc»Befui 
HOKiSJL Qvwmea 
Bap tor* X Hollywood 179 13 92#7 
Happy Days X •1 126 32 74#0 
Vlarlaodan X •• 88 29 67.0 
Batter Tima X It 130 45 65.4 
Dbl. «h# Bill# X m 51 22 &6#9 
Tallama X n 122 64 47.5 
Bra* Bat# Finch x ft 10 8 20.0 
Table XVI - b 
Cagpwrlaon fi£ 3«l& PrcKbtctloo fift 3|Bim kC SesSSM 
El^ aollTOOoa 
Ho. 9t Ho. of Sood HOf gg.,a»M 
Pareata H1d« Set ProchJiead Par Elp 
Raptara x Hollywood 166 3048 18.4^ 
Bra# B#li# Finch x n 2 19 9#6 
Viarlandan x « 59 4ai& 7.3 
Obl. Hb. KlU. X ft 29 191 6.6 
Taliasan x ft 58 ^6 5.1 
Happy Oaya x « 94 310 3.3 
Battar Tlsaa x «• 85 275 3.2 
-86- 
moa XVZX - a 
CeBoarlMoa £aUtt VinbllltY u Sbota Igc £ %*z- 
jitiLitk STtKmir im glJMtiUM 
Parmtfl 
Soinr. £• 
VlerlMdQQ X C« P^mmt 
HaptHEPO X ** 
R»)4»S» Quaac Ifaiy x " 
Hollywood X ** 
TaXlcnazi ' x ” 
Ymllaw Gloria x ^ 
aC 
Ho* of Ife. of ^cc&safhl 
toniw Failuraa 
7 0 100*0 
145 12 81.7 
13 2 84*6 
12 2 83*3 
84 75 1D.7 
8 8 0*0 
llblft XVII * b 
Scmartiga fi£ §§&& P»Goetion m ta: CmsM 
ifilh Soovanlr df Paraal 
Mi 
atpu-aii 
Souv« da 
E.II.S* ^d^aaa Mary x C« Pamat 
Raptura x ** 
aollyv^ X ** 
Viarlaodan x * 
TallasaasK x * 
Yelloir Gloria x ** 
10 126 12*6 
133 1661 12*5 
10 75 7*5 
7 36 5*1 
9 23 2*6 
0 0 0*0 
Tatel« XVIII . » 
CMiPTiooP a£ £2Ujq Viabiuty SA ta Croae— 
£LBi Sti 
etxsgat-flt 
»0« of »0« ot tkKiCBgBfUl 
f.innU Croasea yatlm»Mr Palllaattana 
Tenplar 3t Bed Radlaaee 
Haptore X « 
Vlarlaadan X M 
HoUyvoed X M 
Better Tiaaa X M 
Happy Bays X m 
2B 0 100*0 
105 4 96«2 
20 9 55.0 
46 28 
IB 15 16.7 
17 15 U.8 
Table AVIII - b 
Conoarlgon fi£ 3«ad Praaoption sft SsaSB ISC <?XSM.SA 
with ^diaace 
Haptor# 
Toaplar 
Viarlanden 
HoII^rwod 
Aira 
Of , gl,j^ Saj..a 
aip* s«t egafttgid Per EId 
X Bed Yiadiance 101 1063 lo.e 
X « 28 211 7.5 
X •t 11 68 6.2 
X m 18 91 5.0 
X m 2 5 2.5 
ea X m 3 5 1.7 
-38- 
Haptxsr* 
It 
or 
tabic XIX 
at Bom wlcburaloa 
X Rad Radiance 
X Viarlanden 
X Batter Tiicaa 
X Donald Prior 
X Talteaan 
X SolXjrvood 
X Joanna Hill 
X Scniv. de C. PexMt 
X Batty Dpriehazd 
X Cbarlaa Douglas 
X Taoplar 
X Qraas an Tapllts 
X Quean Kaxy 
X X#aid^ Hillingdon 
X Double Vh* XiUarnay 
X Dttisberg 
X Frau Xarl DruacbXi 
X Haw Dawn 
X Haris<m*s YaUow 
X lira* R*tf« Finch 
X Rosa eatigera 
bigber 
WSSl 
Iteber |iOat Pareant 
6 0 I00«0 
105 4 96.8 
330 14 96.5 
356 20 94«4 
77 4 94*3 
186 8 93.8 
179 13 92.7 
150 12 98.0 
145 12 91.7 
144 18 91.7 
ITS 16 90.8 
343 38 90.7 
168 IS 90.7 
289 51 86.9 
41 6 65.4 
61 9 85.2 
823 36 84.3 
69 9 83.6 
109 81 80.7 
12 3 75.0 
95 99 69.5 
54 49 9*3 o 
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Tablet XXII 
CoBtoarlaon Gerialoation as Shown bv Crosses with Vierlanden 
Kg,^, af Secdlim;s PerccTitage 
Seed Sown Gerpaiaated Gorolnateal 
liollywood X Vierlanden 194 68 36.1 
Rapture X M P407 777 32.1 
Utb, H.U* Finch X n 16 6 21.2 
Duishers X n 56 17 30.9 
Yellow Gloria X ti 
€0 14 23.3 
^^.ueen Uary X M 265 67 22.3 
Aaerican Pride X tt 60 11 22.0 
iioice Glory X n 53 10 18.8 
Talisraan X n 638 113 17.7 
Dbl. lirh. Kill. X ti 162 20 13.1 
Ilappy Days X «« 434 61 11.7 
Better Times X " 
lahle XXIII 
495 50 10.1 
Comparison &£ Gsralnatlon £s Shown M. y.ysaSftS gj,l.h Oyf.ipV^ls 
No. of 
Seed Sowii 
-'0. of 
Seedlings Percentage 
Genainatcd Genranated Parents 
!Iollywood X Duisberg 39 26 <34.1 
Rapture X 1936 640 33.0 
Happy Days X « 4 1 26.1 
Vierlanden X 118 28 23.7 
Better Times X « 27 6 22.2 
H.M.S. Qneen Mary x ** 80 14 17.5 
Yellow Gloria X ” 31 6 16.1 
Talisman X *• 178 21 11.8 
Ssaazftrtgfia Zi. Gerainatlon Shown ^ Crosasa 
No. of 
No. of Seedlings Percentage 
Parents Seed Sowrv Geiminated GerKinated 
Rapture X Temnlar 2529 792 31.2 
liucille Hill X « 67 17 25.3 
Vierlanden X « 801 179 1^.4 
Happy Days X « 36 6 16.7 
Better Times X « 325 22 6.7 
90- 
■mis-m. 
Cogparleon &£ Genalpatlon as siiiom ^ Groegee atth Better Tlices 
Parenta 
Yellow Gloria X Better Times 
Hollywood X ft n 
Rapture X tt (t 
Teffiplar X ft ft 
Vierlanden X » H 
Talisman X n 
Dbl^ Wh. Kill. X n II 
Roce Glory X n ti 
Table XXVI 
??o. of 
ho, of Seedlings 
Seed SoBia Geraipated Geminated 
37 14 37.9 
112 36 32.1 
3159 795 25.0 
443 110 24.8 
€93 147 21.2 
279 53 19.0 
162 25 16.4 
449 40 9.0 
CodparlBon of Germination aft Shown Crosses with Ho 
Parents 
No. of 
Seed Sown 
No. of 
SeedUnss 
Geminated Geminated 
Uicllle Hill X Hollywood 22 10 45.4 
Better Times X n 145 39 27.3 
Haptux*e X It U03 261 23. / 
Rome Glory X It 33 3 21.2 
UvBm H.M. Finch X It 19 4 21.0 
Bbl. Wh. Xlll. X It 176 33 13.7 
Talisman X n 252 39 15 * 6 
Vierlanden X n 419 59 14.0 
Happy Bays X H 
Table XXVII 
286 30 10.6 
Coiaparieon of Gemination as Shown bv Crosses with Happy Days 
So. of 
*Jo» of Seedl Ings ?ercenta;-e 
r.^ESflte Seed Sown Germinated Germinated 
Lucille HiU X Jiappy Days 32 13 40.6 
H.SI.S. Gueen Mary X If ft 17 6 36.3 
Vierlanden X n tf 131 34 26.0 
Rapture 
Dbl. Kill. 
X H tl 401 101 25.2 
X n H 76 9 12.0 
Talisman X H H 214 23 10.8 
-91- 
Toble ^gvill 
Comparison of Geroinatlon as 3ho\m bv Crosses with 
So«. of 
Ho. of SceqilQ^e ^ercenta^ 
Parents Seed Sqto Germinated 
Lucille Hill X < R.U.S. ;;.ueen Hary 20 3 40.0 
Vierlanden X tl M ft 116 45 3S8 
Better Times X ff It n 43 IS 33.0 
Hollywood X M tf a 196 63 31.8 
Rapture X tl n *1 2340 690 29.4 
Home Glory X »t n It 34 7 20.6 
Yellow Gloria X M 11 n 33 17 20.4 
Duiebti^ X n It w 383 77 20.1 
Happy Bays X n ft N 40 8 20.0 
Bbl.Wh. KiU. X M tt n 120 10 18.3 
Talisman X tt tt « 239 41 17.1 
JoisnnA Hill X 11 H tt 64 9 14.0 
T«rplar X rt ft It 360 24 6.7 
Table XXIX 
CoBDarlaon af GewaiaattQ.E a£ ^^QWi QXSM&& SiS^ Sgg.tegS 
^firaala 
go. of 
Uo. of Seedlings Percentage 
Seed Sowi GanElnatedGenalnatfcd 
^lollywood 
lAicille KiU 
Vierlanden 
Better Times 
Joanna Hill 
Dbl. fe-fc. Kill, 
Rome Glcry 
Happy Bays 
Tenplar 
Talidman 
X Rapture 20 9 45.0 
X " 90 27 30.0 
X 204 60 29.4 
X " 76 21 2^.0 
X ” 34 9 2C.4 
X *• 61 16 2€.2 
X " 29 6 17.2 
X ** 125 21 16.8 
X ” 61 8 13.1 
X « 362 37 10.2 
32 
Table X>JC 
&£ afirp?,nfttA<Sn as. S^owi ^ Croasce »nLth Tallsaan 
fl<ii 
Usu^ a^edlinga Pi>t*ggnt^p 
Ehceols Geminated Germinated 
liuciUe aiu X Tallsmau 20 15 50.0 
Rapture X *• S61 178 32.3 
Vlerlanden X *♦ 307 112 28.2 
R*M.3. >itueen Mary X *» 76 20 26.3 
Joaoma Hill X *• 71 16 21.1 
Better Times X ** 264 49 18.5 
Dbl. V?h. KiU. X •» 196 18 9.2 
ilappy Days X « 0/6 22 6.9 
Table XXXI 
CcHttparicon 2i : Germination ahown ^ Cra.ases of 
fiaoture with O^ec V«irleti es 
So. o:?’ 
So. of Seedllnge PercentBf;^ 
Parents feeea Sown Germinated GflSSiiiialSa 
Rapture X Grand Canary 102 48 47.0 
w X Home Gloxy 325 152 46.7 
n X Prince Felix 212 93 43.3 
M X Frau iCarl Druschkl 129 53 41.0 M X Mme. Testout 192 66 33.8 
tt X Double White Killa3raey 130 41 31.6 
ti X Ktoile de Hollande 629 191 30.3 
ft X lAicillc Hill 163 46 29.4 
H X Souv. de Claud 1\28 Pemet 981 268 27.3 
It X Yellow Joanna Hill 100 27 27.0 
ft X Joanna Hill 585 152 26.0 
tt X Token 719 177 24.2 
n X Mrs. Aaron Ward 246 69 24.0 
ti X Orange Haasau 242 5S 23.9 
tt X Red Radiance 407 92 22.6 
It X Betty Upri chard 183 41 21.8 
n X Mrs. Pierre S. Du Pont 116 24 20.8 
It X Gruss an Teplltz 679 139 20.6 
H X Yellow Gloria 113 22 20.0 
tf X Vilie de Paris 396 71 17.8 
tf X Aviator K. D. Pamentier 523 86 16.2 
u X Charles K.. Douglas 996 153 15.4 
tt X I^ady Hillingdon 293 44 15.0 
» X Else Poulaon 100 16 16.0 
' 
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